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INTRODUCTION
The eighth meeting of the Ozone Research Managers of the Parties to the Vienna
Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer was held at the Headquarters of the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) in Geneva, from 2 to 4 May 2011.
The meeting was organized by the Ozone Secretariat of the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) in cooperation with the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), in
accordance with decision I/6 of the Conference of the Parties to the Vienna Convention for the
Protection of the Ozone Layer. A list of participants is provided in annex A to the present report.
OPENING OF THE MEETING
The meeting started on Monday, 2 May 2011.
Opening Statement (Marco González)
Mr Marco González, Executive Secretary of the Ozone Secretariat, welcomed the
participants and thanked WMO for their efforts in co-organizing the meeting. He emphasized the
successes of the Vienna Convention and its Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the
Ozone Layer, including their achievement of universal ratification, reduction of over 98% of
production and consumption of most ODSs worldwide, and the expected recovery of the ozone
layer by around middle of this century. The important basis for that success was the independent
assessment of the latest information on scientific, environmental, technical and economic aspects
of ozone layer depletion and protection carried out by the three assessment panels at least every
four years, involving hundreds of scientists and experts around the world. He thanked the panels
and their co-chairs present in the meeting for undertaking the enormous task and producing
excellent reports.
Mr González stated that the strengthened links among the assessment panels, the Ozone
Research Managers, and scientists and experts working in international programmes relevant to
systematic observation and monitoring enhanced opportunities for training, learning, and
development of new avenues of cooperation. He praised the negotiators for their wisdom and
foresightedness in establishing and improving over time an institutional framework and modalities
of operation that enabled the science, the technological development as well as the economic
feasibility to be the basis for the implementation of the international ozone regime.
With regard to the agenda of the 8ORM, he recalled the substantial changes that were made
to the agenda of the 7ORM as compared with the traditional meetings of the ORM. Those
changes included, for example, expanding the number of international programmes to be
addressed, and the consolidation of the national presentations into regional ones, and made the
meeting run effectively and efficiently. With the help of the Chair of the 7ORM, the 8ORM agenda
was built on the 7ORM agenda. Thanking the countries for the submission of the national reports,
Mr González encouraged the Ozone Research Managers to ensure that their key issues are
reflected appropriately in the regional presentations, as well as in the recommendations emanating
from the meeting. The ORM recommendations will then be presented to the Ninth Meeting of the
Conference of the Parties to the Vienna Convention, which is scheduled to be held jointly with the
Twenty-Third Meeting of the Parties to the Montreal Protocol from 14 to 18 November 2011 in Bali.
He also informed the meeting that the members of the Bureau of the Vienna Convention were
participating in the 8ORM, and were to meet immediately after the 8ORM to discuss its outcomes
with a view to supporting the ORM recommendations and bringing them to the attention of the
Conference of the Parties.
Mr González also stated that the impacts of the implementation of the Montreal Protocol,
including the accelerated HCFC phase-out and the potential phase-out of high-GWP alternatives
such as HFCs on the ozone layer, as well as climate, need to be monitored and understood. He
emphasized the reliance of the Parties to the Vienna Convention and the Montreal Protocol on the
scientific community to continue the observations and research to enhance the understanding of
the atmospheric processes where uncertainties remain.
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Welcome Address (Tetsuo Nakazawa)
On behalf of WMO, Mr Nakazawa, Chief of the World Weather Research Division of WMO’s
Research Department, opened his statement by welcoming all the delegates of the Parties as well
as invited experts. He also welcomed the colleagues from UNEP’s Ozone Secretariat. He
mentioned that these meetings have been held about every three years since the early 1990s, and
that all of them, with the exception of the one in 2005, have been held at WMO in Geneva. He
pointed out the excellent collaboration between UNEP and WMO in the planning and organization
of these meetings. The collaboration between UNEP and WMO in ozone matters dates back to
the 1970s.
He reminded the attendees that the Vienna Convention calls for extensive cooperation
between Parties on research and systematic observation, with emphasis on measurements of the
ozone layer, as well as in the promotion of training, taking into account the particular needs of
developing countries and countries with economies in transition.
The Vienna Convention Trust Fund for Research and Systematic Observation provides
funding for instrument calibration and capacity building. Several activities have taken place with
support from this fund and he reminded the audience that they would hear more about that later in
the meeting.
Such activities are important for the quality of the observational data, which are used in the
WMO/UNEP Scientific Assessment of Ozone Depletion. The most recent issue of this important
assessment was announced on the International Day for the Preservation of the Ozone Layer on
16 September 2010. The full report is now printed and available to the delegates at this meeting.
Mr Nakazawa addressed a special welcome the co-chairs of the Scientific Assessment Panel, the
Environmental Effects Assessment Panel, the Technology and Economic Assessment Panel, as
well as several experts who have been involved in the writing the 2010 Ozone Assessment.
Then Mr Nakazawa emphasized the importance of the WMO Global Atmosphere Watch
(GAW) Programme in providing essential data for the study of ozone depletion, and in forming a
bridge between the advanced monitoring and research capabilities of developed countries on the
one hand, and the expert help and financial assistance needed by developing countries on the
other.
Recovery of the ozone layer has yet to be observed, despite decreasing levels of ozonedepleting substances (ODSs) in the atmosphere, so observation of stratospheric ozone and of
species causing ozone depletion must remain a high priority for the coming decades. This should
be accomplished through collaboration and coordination between GAW and affiliated networks and
research programmes, such as AGAGE, GCOS, NDACC, the NOAA networks, SHADOZ, TCCON,
WCRP, and others.
Due to the great success of the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone
Layer, it has become a general opinion that the ozone depletion problem is solved. In the
meantime, climate change, due to man-made emissions of greenhouse gases, has become the
major environmental issue of global importance. Consequently, the ozone problem is now
considered to be of much lesser importance than before.
In recent years, however, it has become apparent that there are close links between climate
change and stratospheric ozone. These links operate in both directions. Changes in climate are
expected to have an increasing influence on stratospheric ozone in the coming decades. These
changes derive principally from the emissions of long-lived greenhouse gases, mainly carbon
dioxide, associated with human activities. On the other hand, changes in ozone have an effect on
climate. One such example is the impact of the Antarctic ozone hole on surface climate. It is
becoming evident that the strengthening of the south polar vortex in spring, as a consequence of
severe ozone depletion, leads to important changes in surface temperature and wind patterns.
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The annually recurring Antarctic ozone hole and the severe ozone loss that took place in the
Arctic in the winter and spring of 2011 show that ozone depletion still represents a serious
environmental problem, and that we have to remain vigilant when it comes to monitoring and
research. Substantial Arctic springtime ozone loss in the case of a cold stratospheric winter, such
as experienced in 2011, has been foreseen by the WMO/UNEP Ozone Assessment, but one is not
able to forecast such events. This shows that the scientists have a good understanding of the
mechanisms leading to ozone loss, but it also shows that one needs a better understanding of the
interactions between ozone and climate.
In conclusion, Mr Nakazawa emphasized that the challenges of protecting the environment
for the generations to come can only be met though continuing international cooperative efforts, as
exemplified by the Ozone Research Managers’ meeting.
Finally, Mr Nakazawa wished the attendees good luck in the discussions leading to the
recommendations to the Parties of the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer.
The 2010 Ozone Assessment: Addressing the Needs of the Parties
(Paul Newman, Co-Chair of the SAP)

On behalf of the Scientific Assessment Panel (SAP) Co-Chairs, Mr Paul Newman (NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center) presented information on: 1) the basis of the SAP within the Vienna
Convention and the Montreal Protocol, 2) the role of the science assessments to the Montreal
Protocol, and 3) the specific requests of Parties to the Montreal Protocol for the “Scientific
Assessment of Ozone Depletion: 2010.” The presentation covered the timeline of the production
of the Assessment, and showed the chapter structure of the Assessment. The 2010 Assessment
has been printed, and is the process of being distributed.
Keynote address: Science Highlights from the 2010 Ozone Assessment
(A. R. Ravishankara, Co-Chair, SAP)

Mr A. R. Ravishankara presented the highlights of the findings from the most recent Science
Assessment Panel (SAP) Report on behalf of the Assessment Co-Chairs.
He first presented the key findings using the figure from the Executive Summary of the
report, and then delved in to the detailed findings on the following: (1) emissions and abundances
of ozone-depleting substances (ODSs); (2) the effects of climate change on the ozone layer and
that of the ozone layer on the climate; (3) the Antarctic ozone hole and its expected future; (4)
global ozone and its future; and (5) the surface UV-level changes due to stratospheric ozone
depletion to date, and that expected for the future.
Specifically, he noted the following: (1) The abundances of ODSs in the atmosphere are
responding as expected to the controls of the Montreal Protocol; (2) the trend is clearly decreasing
– EESC is decreasing in both the troposphere and the stratosphere, with a slight lag between the
stratosphere and the troposphere that is understood; (3) CCl4 continues to decrease in the
atmosphere, but its abundance is not consistent with reported emissions and known lifetimes; (4)
errors in reporting, errors in analysis of reported data, and/or unknown sources are likely
responsible for the year-to-year discrepancies; (5) the ozone layer and climate change are
intricately coupled, and climate change will become increasingly more important to the future
ozone layer; (6) the ozone hole that occurs in austral springtime is projected to recover later in the
century than any other region of the globe; (7) the Antarctic ozone hole is much less influenced by
climate change than other areas of the globe; (8) control of ODSs by the Montreal Protocol has
protected the ozone layer from much higher levels of depletion that would have occurred without
the Protocol; (9) globally, the ozone layer is projected to recover to its 1980 level before the middle
of this century; (10) the ozone layer and surface ultraviolet (UV) radiation are responding as
expected to the ODS reductions achieved under the Montreal Protocol; (11) the Montreal Protocol,
with its amendments and adjustments, benefited mitigation of climate change via control of ODSs,
which are also greenhouse gases; and (12) HFCs, which are substitutes for ODSs, do not deplete
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ozone (ODP = 0), but some of them are potent greenhouse gases – projected GWP-weighted
emissions of HFCs by 2025 ≈ GWP-weighted emissions of CFCs at their peak in 1988.
In addition to these science findings, some general information for the Parties also was
provided. They included the following: (a) the influence of the ozone hole on surface climate are
clearly visible; (b) unabated emissions of ODSs at the 1970 levels would have been very
detrimental to the ozone layer and, hence, to the surface UV. Mr Ravishankara noted the very
large ozone depletions in the tropics and the very large increases in surface UV, and he listed the
options for further limiting future emissions of ODSs that could advance recovery dates by a few
years. However, the impact of these potential emission reductions on future ozone levels would be
less than what has already been accomplished by the Montreal Protocol as long as emissions of
ODSs are not increased in the future. Finally, some specific options for policy makers, and
expected gains from such actions, were noted.
The Interface between the ORMs and the Scientific Ozone Assessments
(Michael Kurylo, Chairperson of 7ORM)
As Chair of the 7th Meeting of Ozone Research Managers (7ORM) that was held in Geneva
Switzerland in 2008, Mr Michael J. Kurylo provided an overview on the role of the meetings of
Ozone Research Managers and their interface with the WMO/UNEP assessments under the
Montreal Protocol. He reminded the delegates that the purpose of each ORM meeting is to review
ongoing research and monitoring programmes for ozone and UV-B, with an emphasis on (i)
assessing research (including measurement calibration and archiving) related to the health and
environmental effects of ozone modifications, (ii) identifying research and monitoring gaps, (iii)
ensuring national and international coordination, and (iv) developing a set of recommendations for
future research and expanded cooperation in developed and developing countries. He described
the highly complementary, but distinctly different, roles of the ORM reports and the three WMOUNEP Assessments (Scientific, Environmental Effects, Technology and Economic). Whereas all
are required under the Vienna Convention and its Montreal Protocol and serve as communication
devices between the research community (striving for better understanding) and decision makers
(for informed action), the Assessments enable the Parties to evaluate control measurements under
the Montreal Protocol. The Assessments constitute neither policy recommendations nor research
planning documents but provide input for both. The ORM reports, on the other hand, specifically
address research and monitoring needs in light of the scientific understanding provided by the
Assessments and do make specific recommendations to the Parties regarding international
funding for improved research coordination and networking. He then briefly summarized the 8th
ORM agenda items, which include (i) a review of 7th ORM Recommendations, (ii) presentations on
the state of the ozone layer including climate links, (iii) updates on international monitoring
programmes, (iv) satellite research and monitoring programmes (present and future), (v) regional
reports on ozone research and monitoring taking into account the available national reports, and
(vi) development of current recommendations (for research, systematic observations, capacity
building, data archiving) derived from all of the information provided and presented.
Election of the Chairperson
Mr Michael Kurylo (United States of America) was unanimously elected Chair of the 8ORM
meeting.
Adoption of the 8th ORM Agenda
The agenda was unanimously adopted as contained in Annex B. The summaries of the
presentations given under sessions 1 to 6 are provided below. Full presentations are also
available separately.
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SESSION 1: INTRODUCTORY SESSION: THE VIENNA CONVENTION
Review of the recommendations of the Seventh Meeting of the Ozone Research Managers,
Geneva, May 2008 (WMO Global Ozone Report No. 51) and the Resultant Decisions of the
Eighth Conference of the Parties to the Vienna Convention, Doha, November 2008
(Michael Kurylo, Chairperson of 7ORM)
As Chair of the 7th Meeting of Ozone Research Managers that was held in Geneva,
Switzerland, in May 2008, Mr Michael J. Kurylo reviewed the recommendations from that meeting
and the resultant decisions of the Eighth Meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Vienna
Convention held in Doha, Qatar, in November 2008). The 7th ORM recommendations were
formulated against a background of information from the 2006 Scientific Assessment of Ozone
Depletion that (i) stratospheric ozone will remain vulnerable to chemical depletion by chlorine and
bromine chemicals for much of the current century, and (ii) while the rate of ozone depletion at
mid-latitudes has slowed in recent years due to the decline in EESC, polar ozone loss remains
large and is highly variable. Further, the complexities of ozone and UV science require (i) the
continuation and expansion of systematic measurement and analysis capabilities for tracking the
evolution of ozone- and climate-related source gases and parameters, (ii) detection and tracking
the stabilization and expected recovery of stratospheric ozone, (iii) attribution of changes in
radiation forcing to changes in the ozone profile or to other atmospheric changes, and (iv)
derivation of a global record of ground-level UV radiation. These requirements led to specific
recommendations in the areas of research, systematic observations, data archiving, and capacity
building that are detailed in the full report of the 7th ORM, which can be obtained at
and
<http://ozone.unep.org/Meeting_Documents/research-mgrs/7orm/index.shtml>
<http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/arep/gaw/ozone/7thORM.html>. These recommendations were
presented at the 8th COP and formed the basis by the parties to enact
•

Decision VIII/2 (Recommendations Adopted by the Ozone Research Managers at their
Seventh Meeting), which urged the Parties to make every attempt at implementing the 7th
ORM recommendations in all four areas.
o In particular, in the area of atmospheric measurements the Doha Declaration urges
“the Governments of the world to seek to ensure full coverage of the relevant data
gathering programmes, in order to ensure that the atmosphere including its
stratospheric ozone and its interrelation with climatic change is kept under
continuous observation”

•

Decision VIII/3 (Vienna Convention Trust Fund for Financing Activities on Research and
Systematic Observations Relevant to the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the
Ozone Layer), which urged the Parties to make voluntary financial contributions to the Trust
Fund and requested continued cooperation with respect to the Trust Fund between the
UNEP Ozone Secretariat and the WMO.

•

Decision VIII/4 (Financial Matters: Financial Reports and Budgets), which urged all Parties
to pay their outstanding and future contributions and requested the Executive Director to
extend the Vienna Convention Trust Fund to December 31, 2015.

The complete text of the Decisions of the 8th Meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the
Vienna Convention can be obtained at
<http://ozone.unep.org/new_site/en/Treaties/decisions_text.php?meet_type_id=2>.
Activities under the Vienna Convention Trust Fund for Research and Systematic
Observation Relevant to the Vienna Convention
History and Financial Status of the Trust Fund (Meg Seki, Ozone Secretariat)
The Trust Fund for Research and Systematic Observation is a special fund established
under the Vienna Convention, in accordance with decision VI/2 of the Parties at the 6th Meeting of
the Conference of the Parties (COP6) in November 2002. Paragraph 2 of the decision requested
5

UNEP in consultation with WMO to establish an extra budgetary fund for financing activities on
research and systematic observations relevant to the Vienna Convention, in developing countries
and countries with economies in transition (CEIT). The same decision stated the primary aim of
the Fund as “to provide complementary support for the continued maintenance and calibration of
the existing WMO Global Atmospheric Watch ground-based stations for monitoring column ozone,
ozone profiles, and ultraviolet radiation in the developing countries and in the CEIT, to address
balanced global coverage,” and at the same time to consider “... supporting other activities
identified by the Ozone Research Managers and in consultation with the Co-Chairs of the Scientific
Assessment and Environmental Effects Assessment Panels, for the improvement of the
observation network and relevant research.”
Attention was drawn to paragraph 8 of the decision that requested the WMO and UNEP to
draw to the attention of the Parties opportunities for meeting common objectives among
conventions in particular the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. Any
ideas that the ORM may identify would be communicated to the Parties.
The status of implementation of the Trust Fund and its activities was as follows:
•

The Trust Fund was established in February 2003 in consultation with WMO, and in
conformance with the relevant rules and regulations of the UN and of the Environment
Fund of UNEP.

•

The terms of reference for the administration of the Fund were also put in place at the
same time and were circulated to all Parties in March 2003.

•

Annual letters were sent to the Parties inviting them to make voluntary contributions to the
Fund, together with reports on the activities carried out and the financial status.

•

A memorandum of understanding (MOU) between the UNEP Ozone Secretariat and WMO
on the institutional arrangements for making decisions on the allocation of monies from the
Fund, was concluded in 2005 and approved by the Parties at COP6. The MOU set out the
cycle for funding Maintenance and Calibration projects and Research and Monitoring
projects.

To date, the total funds received in the Trust Fund amounted to US$246,307. Contributing
countries included Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, France, Kazakhstan, South Africa, Spain,
Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. Activities carried out under the Trust Fund included the
following:
•

A Dobson Inter-Calibration Workshop, Egypt, 23 February to 12 March 2004

•

Brewer calibration in Kathmandu, Nepal and Bandung, Indonesia in September 2006

•

An intercomparison exercise for all African Dobson instruments, Irene, South Africa, 12 to
30 October 2009

•

A Dobson data quality workshop, in Hradec Králové, Czech Republic, 14 to 18 February
2011

The remaining balance in the Fund currently stands at US$90,707.
Report on the Dobson Data Quality Workshop Funded by the Trust Fund (Karel Vanicek, CHMI)
The Workshop was held 14-18 February 2011 in Hradec Králové, Czech Republic, as a
technological meeting of Dobson total ozone data managers and experts from the central GAW
facilities. The action was initiated by the recommendation of the 7ORM. The SAG-Ozone of the
GAW provided expert guidance, and the Solar and Ozone Observatory Hradec Králové of the
Czech Hydrometeorological Institute (CHMI) took the responsibility for the local arrangements.
Financial support was provided by the Vienna Convention Trust Fund through the UNEP-MP and
WMO Secretariats and by the Czech Government. The main goals of the Workshop were:
6

• To bring together managers of the archive data sets from the Dobson stations and provide
guidance on how to reevaluate and reprocess important past data.
• To collect the primary (0-level) Dobson data sets and calibration metadata from the stations
to be archived in the WOUDC.
• To present the actual scientific themes and results on operation of the Dobson instruments
and data quality assurance at the stations given by invited experts.
The agenda of the meeting was for morning scientific presentations and afternoon interviews
of experts from the RDCCs, WOUDC, and satellite instrument operators who use the Dobson data
for verification with the station data managers. The interviews covered discussions on calibration
and data analysis, transfer of the digitized 0-level observation data and the calibration metadata
from stations to the WOUDC database, and consultations on application of the freeware tools for
the Dobson data processing quality control.
The Workshop was attended by 34 participants, including 21 station data managers of 51
Dobson stations. This represented about 70% of the currently active Dobson stations. A unified
template of the information of the individual stations was developed to be available for all stations
in the network. The participants became knowledgeable of the problems in the earlier data, and
methods of reprocessing using the freeware developed by the RDCCs.
To continue this activity, the 8ORM should mandate all Dobson stations to submit the level-0
observational and calibration data to the WOUDC, as well as the level-1 analysis. As a certain
number of stations with long-term records or stations located in important regions were not present
at the Workshop, the templates will be sent to them with proper comments by the appropriate
RDCCs. A recommendation is stated to arrange a second workshop in Toronto in conjunction with
the Quadrennial Ozone symposium in 2012 to assess the progress of the project. More details
about the Workshop are available at <www.dobsonworkshop.cz>.
Other Activities (Geir Braathen, WMO)
Mr Braathen began by showing a list of the five activities that have been carried out so far
(2004-2011) with funding from the Vienna Convention Trust Fund for Research and Systematic
Observation. He then focused on the Dobson intercomparison that took place in Irene, South
Africa, in October-November 2009. The following instruments took part:
• Dobson # 083, NOAA (USA)
• Dobson # 063, German Weather Service
• Dobson # 105, BoM (Australia)
• Dobson # 035, SAWS, Cape Town
• Dobson # 132, SAWS, Springbok
• Dobson # 089, SAWS, Irene
• Dobson # 015, Maun, Botswana
• Dobson # 057, Seychelles
In addition, the following instruments took part in the extension of the campaign from 15-26
November 2009:
• Shimatzu # 5703, Lagos, Nigeria
• Dobson # 015, Maun, Botswana
• Dobson # 057, Seychelles
• Dobson # 018, Nairobi, Kenya
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All the participating instruments are now well-calibrated and in good operating condition,
except for D057 from Mahe, which still remains within a marginal calibration error. This instrument
may need better expert attention before the next IC event, which is to be scheduled in 3 to 4 years
time from now. Overall, most of the objectives of the intercomparisons were met satisfactorily.
The Dobson spectrophotometer from Cairo was calibrated in Germany in May 2010. It is
being investigated how one can attend to the Dobson instrument from Tamanrasset, Algeria, which
did not take part in the Irene intercomparison.
Appointment of Discussion Leaders and Rapporteurs for the Various Recommendation
Areas – Research Needs, Systematic Observations, Data Archiving, Capacity Building
th

(8 ORM Chair)

Discussion leaders and rapporteurs for the recommendation areas were selected as follows:
P. Newman and A.R. Ravishankara were chosen to introduce the area of "Research Needs". K.
Jucks and J. Pyle were chosen as rapporteurs.
P.K. Bhartia and S. Reimann would lead the discussion on "Systematic Observations" with J.-C.
Lambert and N. Larsen as rapporteurs.
"Data Archiving" was going to be introduced by K. Vanicek with J. Staehelin and G. Bodeker as
rapporteurs.
A.-L. Ajavon and S. McDermid took on the task to lead the discussion on "Capacity Building" with
G. Braathen and B. McArthur as rapporteurs.
SESSION 2: THE STATE OF THE OZONE LAYER AND INTERACTIONS BETWEEN OZONE
LAYER DEPLETION AND CLIMATE CHANGE
The Current and Future States of the Ozone Layer (Greg Bodeker, Bodeker Scientific)
Mr Greg Bodeker’s talk summarized the state of the ozone layer to-date, highlighting the
various factors that have affected past changes in ozone including: the anomalously weak ozone
holes in the early half of the 2000s, the large dynamically induced decrease in southern midlatitude ozone in the mid-1980s, the hemispheric asymmetry in the response of ozone to the Mt.
Pinatubo volcanic eruption, the solar cycle in tropical ozone, and the increase in northern midlatitude ozone in the past year or two. The talk also highlighted observed decreases in tropical
lower stratospheric ozone to-date, and chemistry-climate model projections of a continued decline.
This highlighted the urgent need to maintain and expand ozone observations in the tropics.
Measures of the severity of the Antarctic ozone hole show behaviour that is broadly consistent with
changes in stratospheric halogen loading. The talk also discussed the unusually severe Arctic
ozone depletion in 2011, which is consistent with a long-term cooling of the Arctic stratosphere.
The causes for this long-term cooling remain unexplained. Ozone over mid-latitudes was shown to
be no longer decreasing, and at some sites has shown modest increases. Chemistry-climate
models are able to track these mid-latitude ozone changes. Future changes in global mean total
column ozone show a return to 1980 levels between 2028 and 2040, and that, by the end of the
century, global-mean total-column ozone will be above 1960 levels. This elevation above 1960
levels results from greenhouse gas-induced cooling of the upper stratosphere, which shifts the
ozone equilibrium in favour of ozone. However, ozone in the tropical lower stratosphere is
projected to continue to decline through the 21st century, most likely as a result of increasing
strength of the Brewer-Dobson circulation. Two potential future threats to the ozone layer, viz.
geoengineering by sulfate aerosol injection and increased biogenic emissions of brominated veryshort-lived substances, were presented.
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Links between Ozone and Climate (Paul Newman, Co-Chair of the SAP)
Mr Paul A. Newman presented material on behalf of the Scientific Assessment Panel
(SAP). This presentation was largely based upon the findings of Chapter 4, “Stratospheric
Changes and Climate,” by Mr Piers Forster and Mr David Thompson (WMO/UNEP, 2011). Ozonedepleting substances (e.g., CFCs) are powerful greenhouse gases (GHGs), but they will decrease
over the course of the 21st century as a result of the Montreal Protocol. GHGs (mainly CO2) are
modifying the stratosphere by cooling the upper stratosphere, and probably accelerating the
Brewer-Dobson circulation. The ozone hole has affected the Southern Hemisphere surface
climate. Models demonstrate that the ozone hole is the dominant driver of the observed changes
in surface winds over the Southern Hemisphere mid-to-high latitudes during Austral summer.
These changes have contributed to the observed warming over the Antarctic Peninsula and
cooling over the high plateau. The changes in the winds also have been linked to regional
changes in precipitation, increases in sea ice around Antarctica, warming of the Southern Ocean,
and a local decrease in the ocean sink of CO2.
Influences of Ozone-Layer Depletion and Climate Change on UV Radiation: Impacts on
Human Health and the Environment (Janet Bornman and Nigel Paul, Co-Chairs, EEAP)
The Panel considered the environmental effects of ozone depletion and their strong
interactions with climate change, emphasising the expected consequences for life on earth. It was
noted that the effects on human health, ecosystems and construction materials were not only
dependent on stratospheric ozone levels, but also are likely to be increasingly dependent on
changing land-use, climate change variables, such as cloud cover, and pollution. At low latitudes,
where UV radiation is relatively high, cloud cover is likely to decrease, which may result in
additional sun-burning UV radiation.
The key effects of UV-B radiation on human health include increased cataract and
melanoma of the eye, decreased immunity for certain diseases, and increased skin cancer
incidence. Even though skin cancer incidence is currently high in some regions, the Montreal
Protocol has meant that large increases in the shorter wavelengths of UV radiation (UV-B, 280-315
nm), which can cause skin damage, have been avoided, preventing further major increases in skin
cancer rates. Current research is providing more information on the interactions of climate
variables, such as temperature, which can exacerbate UV radiation effects on health. At the same
time, results from work on Vitamin D benefits for human health highlight the need for a balanced
lifestyle to allow for sufficient Vitamin D production from UV-B radiation, while ensuring minimal
risks for skin cancer and UV-related eye diseases. This lifestyle choice is complicated, since
Vitamin D production by UV-B radiation depends on many factors including individual differences,
age and season. There is a greater need for the research-based information to be communicated
to the public.
The interactions of climate change variables and UV radiation exposure are also evident in
terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. Decreased plant productivity in areas of large ozone depletion
has been observed and further changes in ecosystem structure and function due to UV radiation
and climate are predicted. Rising temperature, rainfall, extreme droughts and increasing carbon
dioxide levels together with UV radiation result in complex responses and feedbacks, raising
concerns of significant implications for food security and food quality. The balance between
increased inputs of organic matter into oceans and the breakdown of this matter by UV radiation
will vary between different oceanic regions. However, in many areas, reduced concentrations of
organic matter will result in greater penetration of UV-B radiation thus increasing exposure of
organisms to the radiation.
Nutrient cycling through terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems and carbon dioxide loss to the
atmosphere are accelerated by UV radiation and climate change. For example, the projected
warmer and drier conditions will increase UV-induced breakdown of dead plant material and
release of carbon and other elements. Increases in nitrogen run-off from land also contribute to
ozone depletion and greenhouse gas emissions. Because of the role of oceans as a sink for
carbon dioxide, increased atmospheric emissions contribute to the acidification of the water with
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negative effects for skeletal formation in calcified organisms, and this enhances their vulnerability
to the damaging effects of UV exposure.
Air quality of the troposphere at low and middle latitudes has implications for human health
and the environment. It is predicted that the decrease in UV-B radiation in the atmosphere
resulting from stratospheric ozone recovery is likely to lead to increased photochemical smog.
This is because UV radiation initiates the formation of hydroxyl radicals, which act as atmospheric
‘cleaning agents’, so less UV radiation will lead to less of these radicals, and hence increased air
pollution. Current research indicates that low concentrations of the breakdown products of HCFCs
and HFCs (e.g., trifluoroacetic acid) do not constitute a significant risk to human health or the
environment.
Research on the effects of climate change and UV radiation on construction materials such
as plastics and wood indicate increased damage by UV radiation in combination with high
temperatures, humidity and atmospheric pollutants. The use of a range of protective stabilisers
and wood-plastic composites have increased the service lifetimes of outdoor materials, despite the
degrading effects of UV radiation and rising temperatures.
The environmental effects assessment has found that while many of the effects of UV-B
radiation are well-defined, the magnitude of those effects in relation to predicted future UV-B
levels, and especially interactions and feedbacks with the effects of climate change, remain a
substantial research challenge.
SESSION 3:

INTERNATIONAL MONITORING PROGRAMMES

The WMO Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) Programme (Liisa Jalkanen, WMO)
Ms Jalkanen started her presentation by explaining that WMO is a specialized agency of the
United Nations. WMO has 189 Members, and the Organization is managed through the WMO
Congress (every four years) and the Executive Council (annually). The WMO Secretariat in
Geneva has a staff of 280 people. The technical departments of WMO are: Observing and
Information Systems (OBS), Climate and Water (CLW), Weather and Disaster Risk Reduction
Services (WDS), and Research (RES). The Research Department consists of the World Climate
Research Programme (WCRP), the World Weather Research Division (WWRD), and the
Atmospheric Environment Research Division (AER), which has the responsibility to coordinate the
Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) Programme. Ms Jalkanen next gave an overview of the GAW
mission:
• Systematic long-term monitoring of atmospheric chemical and physical parameters globally
• Analysis and assessment
• Development of predictive capability, including the GAW Urban Research Meteorology and
Environment programme (GURME) and the Sand and Dust Storm Warning System
In the GAW Programme, observations are carried out in the following areas:
• Stratospheric ozone
• Greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4, N2O, CFCs)
• Reactive gases (O3, CO, VOC, NOy, SO2)
• Precipitation Chemistry
• Aerosols (chemical and physical properties and aerosol optical depth)
• Solar UV radiation
The GAW Station Information System (GAWSIS) is an on-line searchable database with
comprehensive information on all GAW stations, their measurement programmes, contact persons,
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and links to data in the WMO-GAW World Data Centres. It is hosted by Empa, Switzerland, and
can be found here <http://gaw.empa.ch/gawsis/>. The strategy for GAW is described in the
current strategic plan, valid for the 2008-2015 time period. It can be found here
<ftp://ftp.wmo.int/Documents/PublicWeb/arep/gaw/gaw172-26sept07.pdf>.
There is constant focus in GAW on quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC). The
GAW QA/QC system impacts all aspects of atmospheric chemistry observations, including training
of station personnel, assessment of infrastructures, operations and the quality of observations at
the sites, documentation of data submitted to the WDCs, and improvement of the quality and
documentation of legacy data at the WDCs
The primary objectives of the GAW QA/QC system are to ensure that the data in the WDCs
are consistent, of known and adequate quality, supported by comprehensive metadata, and
sufficiently complete to describe global atmospheric states with respect to spatial and temporal
distribution.
WMO-GAW is contributing to the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS). WMO-GAW
global atmospheric CO2, CH4, and N2O monitoring networks are “comprehensive” networks, and
the GAW Dobson, Brewer, and ozonesonde networks are “baseline” networks of GCOS. Similar
status is being sought for aerosol networks.
There is increasing focus in GAW on the delivery of data in near-real time (NRT). A pilot
project has been established to promote NRT delivery of ozone and aerosol data to allow ingestion
into atmospheric models in support of improved weather forecasts, surface UV, and air quality.
WMO ozone bulletins need ozone data in NRT. Large, integrated projects, such as GEMS and
MACC need ozone and aerosol data in NRT for model validation. Delivery of data in NRT can help
to detect problems at stations at an early stage. A second pilot project deals with harmonization
and interoperability of the WMO-GAW World Data Centres with the aim that these data centres
become nodes in the WMO Information System (WIS).
GAW data are used in international assessments in support of various environmental
conventions. Examples are the WMO/UNEP Scientific Assessment on Ozone Depletion, the
GESAMP Precipitation Assessment, the UNEP Black Carbon and Ozone Assessment, and the
IGAC Megacity Assessment.
There also is focus in GAW on outreach and products that can be used by the media.
Examples
are
the
WMO
Greenhouse
Gas
Bulletin
<http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/arep/gaw/ghg/GHGbulletin.html> and the WMO Antarctic Ozone
Bulletin <http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/arep/gaw/ozone/index.html>.
The GAW Urban Research Meteorology and Environment programme (GURME) focuses on
air-quality forecasting, workshops, and training. A number of workshops have been held in recent
years in many parts of the world, with focus on meteorology, chemistry, and emissions; forecasting
approaches; forecasting operations, communication, and use of products; observing systems
(meteorological and chemistry), including the use of satellites; model training (e.g., WRF and
WRF/Chem); impact prediction/analysis (health, heat wave, agriculture); and case studies.
Before closing the presentation, Ms Jalkanen gave a description of the MeteoWorld Pavilion
at the Shanghai 2010 World Expo.
The Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC)
(I. Stuart McDermid, NASA/JPL)
The international Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC)
was formed to provide a consistent standardized set of long-term measurements of atmospheric
trace gases, particles, and physical parameters via a suite of globally distributed research stations.
Officially operational since 1991, the NDACC was conceived and formalized during the late 1980s
in response to the need to document and understand worldwide stratospheric perturbations
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resulting from increased anthropogenic emissions into the atmosphere of long-lived halogenated
source gases with strong ozone-depleting and global-warming potentials.
The initial objective of the NDACC was to monitor, from pole to pole, the temporal evolution
of the stratosphere, including its protective ozone layer, and to understand the causes (i.e., natural
versus anthropogenic, chemical versus dynamical) of the observed changes and their impacts on
the troposphere and at the ground. This dual goal of long-term global measurement and
understanding led to the implementation of a ground-based network NDACC stations equipped
with a suite of remote measurement instruments, allowing the quasi-simultaneous study of a large
number of chemical compounds and physical parameters.
Due to its worldwide dimension, the NDACC was recognized as a major component of the
international atmospheric research effort. As such, it was endorsed by national and international
scientific agencies, including the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) and the
International Ozone Commission (IOC) of the International Association of Meteorology and
Atmospheric Physics (IAMAP). It was also recognized by the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO) as a major contributor to its Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) Programme.
While the Network remains committed to monitoring changes in the stratosphere, with an
emphasis on the long-term evolution of the ozone layer (its decay, likely stabilization, and expected
recovery), its priorities and measurement capabilities have broadened considerably to encompass:
• Detecting trends in overall atmospheric composition and understanding their impacts on the
stratosphere and troposphere
• Establishing links between climate change and atmospheric composition
• Calibrating and validating space-based measurements of the atmosphere
• Supporting process-focused scientific field campaigns
• Testing and improving theoretical models of the atmosphere
The objectives of the NDACC require high-precision measurements of a broad range of
chemical species, long-lived tracers and atmospheric parameters that influence ozone and climate.
To achieve this, a variety of ground-based remote sensing instruments were selected for their
capability for continuous, long-term operation. Another desire of the NDACC was to have stations
located to provide as much latitudinal coverage as possible.
All NDACC data more than two years old are public data <http://www.ndacc.org>.
Additionally some PIs have authorized their data for early release. These data are available as
soon as they are catalogued in the database.
International Ozonesonde Activities (e.g., NOAA South Pole Programme, The Southern
Hemisphere Additional Ozonesondes Network (SHADOZ)) (Russ Schnell, NOAA)
The international ozonesonde programme is vibrant and producing high-quality data. The
MATCH and SHADOZ programmes provide new, excellent data in the Arctic and the tropics,
respectively. The record spring 2011 stratospheric ozone depletion was well-captured by the
MATCH network. The SHADOZ programme has provided new information on the effects of the
ENSO and the QBO on tropical tropospheric and stratospheric ozone.
Numerous
intercomparisons between the two main ozonesonde types, dual ozonesonde flights, and
comparison preparation procedures has helped reduce the uncertainty between respective
ozonesonde profiles. Ozonesonde profiles agree well with satellite measurements. Ozonesondes
will have a long future tenure, as they are relatively cheap and reliable measurements.
Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) Including GRUAN (Greg Bodeker, Bodeker Scientific)
Mr Greg Bodeker’s talk began with an overview of essential climate variables (ECVs) within
GCOS, and highlighted that ozone is an ECV. As such, ozone is recognized as a climate variable
that is both currently feasible for global implementation and has a high impact with respect to the
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UNFCCC and IPCC requirements. The presentation gave an overview of the 20 GCOS climatemonitoring principles, and the 12 GCOS guidelines for the generation of climate data records for
ECVs. The talk then transitioned to a presentation of the GCOS Reference Upper Air Network
(GRUAN). GRUAN is a network for ground-based reference observations for climate in the free
atmosphere in the frame of GCOS. At present, 15 stations are participating in GRUAN, but this is
envisaged to grown to between 30 and 40 sites across the globe when GRUAN becomes fully
operational in 2013. The four stated goals of GRUAN were presented:
•

To provide vertical profiles of reference measurements suitable for reliably detecting
changes in global and regional climate on multi-decadal time scales. Uniformity and
coherence of standard operating procedures at GRUAN stations and the resultant
homogeneity of GRUAN climate data records provide a global reference for operational
upper-air network stations.

•

To provide a calibrated reference standard for global satellite-based measurements of
atmospheric essential climate variables.

•

To fully characterize the properties of the atmospheric column. This is necessary for
process understanding and for radiatiave-transfer modelling.

•

To ensure that potential gaps in satellite programmes do not invalidate the long-term
climate record, as well as the operational philosophy for GRUAN.

The definition of a reference observation was presented together with a summary the
significant effort that that will be invested in GRUAN to derive robust estimates of the uncertainties
on all measurements.
Integrated Global Atmospheric Chemistry Observations for Ozone and UV (IGACOOzone/UV) (Geir Braathen, WMO)
Mr Braathen began by showing the IGACO report of 2004, which serves as a strategy for
parameters to be measured in the field of atmospheric chemistry. That report was published in
September 2004. He then showed an organigram putting the IGACO-Ozone/UV initiative in
context among various international programmes and organisations.
The IGACO-Ozone/UV project office was established at the Finnish Meteorological Institute
in August 2005, and its web site <http://www.igaco-o3.fi> gives an update on activities that have
been carried out under the IGACO umbrella. The IGACO-Ozone/UV Implementation Plan was
published in April 2009 as a report in the Global Atmosphere Watch report series (GAW # 182,
<http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/arep/gaw/documents/TD_No1465_GAW182_web.pdf>).
Several workshops have been arranged since early 2006. Information about these
workshops can be found at the IGACO-Ozone/UV web site at FMI. Since 2008, a series of socalled “Ozone Theme Meetings” have been held at WMO in Geneva. The purpose of these
meetings has been to bring together investigators representing different ozone-measurement
techniques. At the meeting held in April 2008, it became apparent that various groups measuring
ozone in the UV region use different ozone absorption cross sections. The next two Ozone Theme
Meetings, in 2009 and 2010, were devoted to discussions of the possible transition from Bass and
Paur (B&P, 1985) to Brion, Daumont, and Malicet (BDM, early to mid 1990s) ozone cross
sections.
WMO and the International Ozone Commission of IAMAS established an ad hoc expert
team in the spring of 2009, with the mandate to review the literature on ozone cross sections;
assess the consequences of a change; make a recommendation whether to carry out a change;
and, in case a change is recommended, give guidelines and a timeline for implementing new cross
sections.
Mr Braathen showed the outcome of several studies on the consequence of replacing B&P
with BDM. For the Dobson spectrophotometer, there is virtually no effect of such a change. For
the Brewer spectrophotometer, such a transition will lead to an approximately 3% reduction in the
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ozone column. For Umkehr measurements, stray-light issues represent a substantial problem, so
the effects of a change from B&P to BDM will be relatively small, and of the same order of
magnitude, but opposite in sign, to the effect of taking the temperature dependence into account.
For DIAL ozone lidars, the change from B&P to BDM has only a small effect on the integrated
ozone amount, since one expects an ozone increase of 1.5 in the upper stratosphere, and a
decrease of the same magnitude in the lower stratosphere in the tropics. For satellites, the effect
of changing from B&P to BDM depends on the instrument in question. Typically, a change from
B&P to BDM will lead to an increase in total ozone of about 1-3%. More information about IGACOOzone/UV and the cross section study can be found at <http://www.igaco-o3.fi> and <http://igacoo3.fmi.fi/ACSO/index.html>
The New SPARC ODS Lifetime Assessment (Stefan Reimann, Empa)
In the past, lifetimes of ozone-depleting substances (ODSs) have been calculated using
different methods, such as tracer-tracer ratios in the stratosphere and 2- and 3-dimensional
models. Recently, results from state-of-the art models suggest that some of the lifetimes could be
considerably longer than values used in the last UNEP/WMO ozone assessments. In fact, these
values have not been thoroughly tested since the 1998 UNEP/WMO ozone assessment.
With a new initiative under the SPARC project, the lifetimes of a representative set of ODSs
will be re-evaluated using extensive datasets available since 1998 in combination with the newest
generation of global models. Of highest interest in this respect is the lifetime of CFC-11, as
revisions in the CFC-11 lifetime would affect calculated values for ozone-depletion potentials
(ODPs) and best-estimate lifetimes of many other halocarbons. Furthermore, the effect of climate
change (e.g., potentially enhanced Brewer-Dobson circulation) onto the lifetimes of ODSs and their
replacement compounds will be tested.
Ground-Based Networks for Measuring Ozone- and Climate-Related Trace Gases
(Stefan Reimann, Empa)

Ground-based, continuous in situ measurements of ozone-depleting substances (ODSs) are
performed within the two global networks of NOAA/ESRL and AGAGE. Furthermore, groundbased column measurements are included in the global NDACC network. These measurements
have a long-term use to detect trends and to estimate their global sources. These numbers then
can be compared to those of bottom-up inventories, which are, for example, available from UNEP
on a country basis.
Continuous measurements, however, also can be used for further purposes. One of the
issues which has become increasingly important is the usage of the data from regional
representative stations to estimate the regional emissions of ODSs. This is especially important to
check compliance with international treaties. Examples illustrate how this could be used to monitor
the emissions of CFCs and other long-lived ODSs in China. Furthermore, these measurements
also can be used to monitor the advanced phase-out for HCFCs. For CH3Br, a relatively fastreacting compound regulated under the Montreal Protocol, European emissions could be followed
by continuous measurements. It could be shown that the phase-out in Europe was in compliance
with critical use exemptions for CH3Br, and virtually stopped in 2008.
For the future, continuous measurements could potentially also be used to monitor a phaseout of long-lived HFCs, which is in discussion to be placed under the umbrella of the Montreal
Protocol. Furthermore, new fast-reacting unsaturated HFCs (also called hydrofluoroolefines,
HFOs) have been introduced into the market. These substances have very small global-warming
potential, but potential disadvantages include the usage of long-lived ODSs in the production
process, and are partly degraded to environmentally stable products.
Finally, many short-lived natural halocarbons are already measured in the existing
networks. These measurements can be used as background information if, for example, plans
come through to install huge biofuel plants based on marine algae, which are well-known to emit
these substances.
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Atmospheric Concentrations of ODSs and ODS Substitutes: Scenarios and Trends
(Guus Velders, National Institute of Public Health and the Environment, RIVM)
New scenarios of ozone-depleting substances (ODSs) have been developed for the
WMO/UNEP Scientific Assessment of Ozone Depletion, 2010. Mr Guus Velders presented the
main results of Chapter 5 of this Assessment related to new scenarios, the reductions in emissions
of ODSs already achieved, the options for policymakers to further reduce future emissions, and
scenarios of hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) as ODS substitutes. The effects of the scenarios on the
future of atmospheric chlorine and bromine loading was discussed, as well as the effects on
radiative forcing of climate.
The Montreal Protocol is working. It has protected the stratospheric ozone layer from much
higher levels of depletion by phasing out production and consumption of ODSs. It has also made
large contributions toward reducing global greenhouse-gas emissions, because many ODSs are
potent greenhouse gases. In 2010, the decrease in annual ODS emissions under the Montreal
Protocol is estimated to be about 10 GtCO2-eq per year, which is about five times larger than the
annual emissions-reduction target for the first commitment period (2008–2012) of the Kyoto
Protocol. HFCs are being used more and more to replace ODSs in refrigeration, air conditioning,
and foam-blowing applications. Projections suggest that unmitigated HFC growth could result in
GWP-weighted emissions up to 8.8 GtCO2-eq per year by 2050, comparable to the GWP-weighted
emissions of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) at their peak in 1988.
Due to the ongoing success of the Montreal Protocol in reducing the production, emissions,
and abundances of controlled ODSs, other compounds and activities not controlled by the
Montreal Protocol are becoming relatively more important to stratospheric ozone levels. For
example, the anthropogenic ODP-weighted emission of nitrous oxide is larger than that of any
current halogenated ODS emission.
SESSION 4: SATELLITE RESEARCH AND MONITORING
The Stratospheric Processes and their Role in Climate Project of WCRP: The Joint
SPARC/IO3C/WMO/NDACC Initiative on Past Trends in the Vertical Distribution of Ozone
(Johannes Stähelin, ETH Zürich)

High-quality ozone profile measurements are crucial to assess the status of the global ozone
layer. During the 1990s, ozone profile trends deduced from different instruments (satellite
instruments SAGE I and II, SBUV, and ground-based instruments) showed substantial
discrepancies. A cooperative effort allowed to solve this problem (see SPARC/IOC/GAW
“Assessment of Trends in the Vertical Distribution of Ozone” (Edited by N. Harris, R. Hudson, and
C. Phillips) published in 1998 (SPARC Report No. 1 and WMO Ozone Research and Monitoring
Project Report, No. 43).
Until about the second part of the 1990s, (profile) ozone measurements were primarily used
to describe the effect of anthropogenic emissions of ozone-depleting substances (ODSs) on the
ozone layer. Stratospheric concentrations of ODSs (EESC: equivalent effective stratospheric
chlorine) peaked in the second part of the 1990s, and subsequently started to decrease slowly as
a consequence of the successful implementation of the Montreal Protocol. However, in addition to
ODSs, climate change affects the present ozone layer as well (e.g., enhancement of Dobson
Brewer circulation), and, therefore, the information on ozone profile trends is also crucial for
comparison with numerical simulations describing in a quantitative way the interaction between the
ozone layer and climate change.
Instrumental records of satellite instruments onboard SAGE, and other important
instruments onboard the UARS satellite contain critical long-term ozone-profile information, but
these instruments stopped operating in 2005; whereas, different to the first assessment, many
ground-based series (e.g., from NDACC and GAW) are much longer than in the earlier
assessment. In order to obtain the best available ozone-profile information, a bottom-up
cooperative activity on “Understanding Past Changes in the Vertical Distribution of Ozone” was
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started with a workshop which took place in Geneva 25-27 January 2011. It become clear at the
workshop that real opportunities for progress using satellite and ground-based data exist, and an
action plan was developed; the activities will be based on existing plans (including ESA/NASA and
NDACC/WMO). Overall coordination will be performed by Neil Harris, Johannes Stähelin, and
Rich Stolarski. The work will be performed, particularly in the first part, by different working
groups. The main activities include:
• Long-term satellite data quality (1970 - now) (Ray Wang, Johanna Tamminen)
• The last decade of satellite data (Michel van Roozendael, Lucien Froidevaux)
• Ozonesondes (Herman Smit, Sam Oltmans)
• Umkehr (Dobson and Brewer) (Tom McElroy, Irina Petropavlovskikh
• Other ground-based measurements (lidar, FTIR, and microwave) through NDACC Working
Groups (S. Godin-Beekman, T. Leblanc, J. Hannigan, M. De Mazière, N. Kämpfer,
G. Neduloha)
• Approaches to producing multi-instrument ozone data (Neil Harris, Greg Bodeker)
The synthesis is planned to lead to a short assessment. A description of ground-based
instrumental records and their stabilities is expected to provide important scientific papers and/or
reports, but should not be integral part of the assessment. The activity is planned to provide an
important input in the next WMO/UNEP Assessment.
Lessons Learned in Creating Long-Term Ozone Datasets: Recommendations for the Future
(P. K. Bhartia, NASA)

Mr P. K. Bhartia (NASA Goddard Space Flight Center) discussed lessons learned during the
creation of long-term ozone datasets by him and his colleagues in the U.S. The longest satellite
record of total ozone and ozone profile, produced by a series of SBUV instruments on NASA and
NOAA satellites, now spans 41 years. Though the total-ozone record from SBUV is of very high
quality, questions have been raised about the quality of the profile record, primarily due to
disagreements between SBUV and SAGE records. Recent studies indicate that these differences
may be due in large part to the poor quality of upper stratospheric temperature data, which are
needed to compare SAGE and SBUV profiles. In addition, NDAAC microwave instruments show
that upper stratospheric ozone may have significant local-time variation during daytime. These
variations complicate the analysis of SBUV data, since the NOAA SBUV/2 measurements have
been made at widely varying local times. Excellent agreement between NOAA-18 SBUV/2 and
Aura/MLS instruments, which measure at the same local time and do not require temperature data
for comparison, show that the SBUV instruments are capable of producing high-quality ozone
profile data throughout the stratosphere, albeit at lower vertical resolution than limb-viewing
sensors. However, correction of the long-term SBUV record for local time effects would require the
resolution of large discrepancies in the diurnal variations of ozone reported by the NDAAC
microwave instruments.
Current and Planned Ozone and Climate Observations from Space
U.S. Satellite Programmes: NASA, NOAA, and Other Agencies (Ken Jucks, NASA)
Through the collaboration between U.S. agencies NASA and NOAA, there is a long history
of obtaining space-based solar backscatter UV observations of ozone columns in order to monitor
the long-term changes in ozone from 1970 until the present using a combination of SBUV and
TOMS instruments. Such observations are ongoing with the OMI instrument on the EOS Aura
satellite. These will be continued in the future using OMPS observations on the NPOESS series.
Continued observations are critical to maintain a well-characterized science data record for ozone.
The OMPS on the initial NPOESS platform (NPP) also will contain a limb-scanning capability
similar to that done with the NASA SAGE series, SCIAMACHI, and OSIRIS. Limb capability is not
currently planned for the later NPOESS satellites.
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NASA has been obtaining a very comprehensive set of observations of ozone and ozonerelated instrumentation with the EOS Aura satellite using four instruments. This followed on the
successful observations of the NASA UARS satellite. The EOS Aura satellite provides highly
useful science-quality data sets in the stratosphere and troposphere for many key species, such as
ozone, ClO, HCl, OH, HO2, HNO3, NO2, and CFCs. Depending on the instrument, some of these
observations will end between 2011 and 2013. The satellite has enough fuel to last to 2015. The
next phase of satellite observations from NASA will come from the NRC Decadal Survey missions.
The first three that have relevance to ozone science will not provide the types of observations
provided by Aura. The most relevant mission is the Global Atmospheric Chemistry Mission
(GACM), which will most likely be launched after 2020, if at all. This will certainly result in a
serious gap in the space-based observations of the key molecules observed by Aura. It is possible
that the role of filling the data gap of these key atmospheric constituents via limb sounding could
be filled by a venture-class mission, such as one containing a solar occultation FTS on an inclined
orbit, along with other instruments. These small missions have yet to be approved, and it is not
certain which discipline within NASA would place as a priority for these missions. Since monitoring
and understanding the science of ozone abundances is a mandate to NASA, it should strongly
consider such a mission, possibly in collaboration with an international partner.
European Space Agency Activities (Jean-Christopher Lambert, IASB-BIRA)
The European Space Agency (ESA) launched its second Earth Remote Sensing polarorbiting platform (ERS-2) in 1995, with the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) onboard.
Sixteen years later, the instrument is still operating, although only with partial coverage since the
failure of the satellite tape recorder in June 2003. GOME measures the column and profile of
ozone, as well as the column of NO2, BrO, OClO, SO2, and HCHO, cloud parameters, and
aerosols. Decommissioning of the ERS-2 mission will start during mid 2011. Following the
success of GOME, three improved GOME-2 instruments were delivered by ESA to the
EUMETSAT, which launched the first one in October 2006 onboard MetOp-A.
Envisat was launched by ESA in 2002, carrying Global Monitoring by Occultation of Stars
(GOMOS), Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS), and Scanning
Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric ChartographY (SCIAMACHY), plus other
instruments observing the oceans, land, and ice. All together, the three atmospheric chemistry
instruments of Envisat measure a variety of parameters from the ground up to the mesosphere,
including ozone and ozone-related species, air-quality indicators, greenhouse gases, and aerosols
of various types. Nine years after launch, the satellite and the instruments perform well, and ESA
has developed technical solution to extend the mission by three years until 2013, based on a
decrease of orbit altitude.
Within its Earth Explorer Programme (seven small satellites), ADM-AEOLUS and
EARTHCARE will be launched in the coming years to improve knowledge about atmospheric
winds, cloud, and aerosol information.
In the framework of Global Monitoring of Environment and Security (GMES), a major
European contribution to GEOSS, ESA will deliver the space segment, consisting of five GMES
Sentinel missions: SAR imaging (Sentinel 1), hyperspectral imaging (Sentinel 2), ocean
monitoring (Sentinel 3), a geostationary atmospheric mission measuring at high temporal
resolution the columns of ozone, NO2, BrO, SO2, HCHO, CO, CH4, aerosols, etc. (Sentinel 4 on
Meteosat Third Generation, MTG, to be operated by EUMETSAT), and a low Earth orbit
atmospheric mission measuring similar species (Sentinel 5 on post-EPS to be operated by
EUMETSAT). To fill in the gap between Envisat and the GMES Sentinels S4 and S5, an S5
precursor mission is being developed.
During 2010, ESA launched the Climate Change Initiative (CCI) Programme, aiming at
quantifying the state of the climate system to advance our knowledge of climate change, and to
support the work of UNFCCC and IPCC for mitigation of and adaptation to climate change. CCI is
based on the delivery of climate variables derived from satellite data sets, and includes all aspects
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of their availability, including data acquisition, calibration and validation, long-term algorithm
maintenance, data curation, and reprocessing, as necessary, all within the context of an
internationally agreed-upon set of priorities. CCI currently includes the atmospheric Essential
Climate Variables ozone, greenhouse-gases, cloud, and aerosol. More information on CCI can be
found at <http://www.esa-cci.org/>.
KNMI (Peter van Velthoven, KNMI)
Mr Peter van Velthoven (KNMI, the Netherlands) presented the status of the Ozone
Monitoring Instrument (OMI), the plans for the Tropospheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI),
the ozone column and profile retrieval of OMI and GOME-2, and their 30-year multi-sensor
reanalysis.
Radiometrically, the OMI instrument has been extremely stable for more than six years now.
The UV degradation is less than about 1%. The mission will be extended up to at least 2013. This
would be required in order to obtain a sufficient number of years of overlap with newer instruments
such as OMPS, for which launch is planned by the end of 2011.
In 2011, KNMI plans a consistent reprocessing of the 2004-2011 OMI DOAS total-ozone
retrieval (currently version 1.1.1), which includes several improvements of the OMI DOAS totalozone retrieval, e.g., Brion-Daumont-Malicet ozone cross sections instead of Bass–Pau ones,
spectral calibration of all ground pixels, and improved treatment of sea-ice pixels. TROPOMI is
planned to be launched on the ESA Sentinel-5 Precursor mission in 2014. Compared to OMI, it
will have six times better spatial resolution, better signal-to noise ratio, cloud information from the
oxygen A band, and CO and CH4 observations in SWIR.
KNMI produces global-ozone profile products based on the EOS Aura OMI instrument
(October 2004 through present) and the MetOp-A GOME-2 instrument (2007 through present).
The OMI profiles have been evaluated mostly with MLS, but also with sondes, SAGE, and
GOMOS.
A major effort has been the multi-sensor reanalysis (MSR) of total ozone performed with the
TM3-DAM model (Van der A et al., 2010), based upon total ozone datasets retrieved from 14
different satellite instruments and the Dobson-Brewer surface networks (1978-2008).
EUMETSAT and O3MSAF (Geir Braathen, WMO, for Lars Prahm, EUMETSAT)
Mr Geir Braathen started out by reading from the letter received from Mr Lars Prahm,
Director General of EUMETSAT. In this letter, Mr Prahm states that the Ozone Secretariat, UNEP,
and WMO can be assured about EUMETSAT’s continued contribution to ozone monitoring with
their Polar-Orbiting Satellite Programme, i.e., the MetOp satellites. Mr Prahm also assures that
EUMETSAT continues to develop pertinent research and applications, in particular in the
framework of the Ozone Monitoring Satellite Application Facility (O3MSAF).
Mr Braathen then continued by showing information available on the EUMETSAT web site.
The present EUMETSAT system includes two generations of geostationary Meteosat satellites,
whose global overview is complemented by the detailed observations provided by the polarorbiting MetOp satellite, and the marine observer, Jason-2, a joint project of European and U.S.
space agencies.
The prime objective of the EUMETSAT Polar System (EPS) MetOp mission series is to
provide continuous, long-term data sets in support of operational meteorological and
environmental forecasting and global climate monitoring. The EPS programme consists of a series
of three polar-orbiting MetOp satellites, to be flown successively for more than 14 years from 2006,
together with the relevant ground facilities. MetOp-2 was launched on 19 October 2006. Once in
orbit, the satellites are alphabetically ordered, so the first satellite that was launched is called
MetOp-A. Each satellite has a nominal lifetime in orbit of five years, with a six-month overlap
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between the consecutive satellites (i.e., between MetOp-A and MetOp-B, and between MetOp-B
and MetOp-C), providing more than 14 years of service.
The O3MSAF provides products both in near-real time (NRT) and in offline mode. The NRT
products include total ozone, profile ozone, total NO2, tropospheric NO2, and clear-sky UV index.
Mr Braathen showed some examples of these products, including a utility that allows global UVindex maps to be shown in Google Earth, and an animation that shows the difference in Arctic total
ozone between 2010 and 20011.
Finally, Mr Braathen gave some useful links to web sites for EUMETSAT and the O3M SAF:
<http://www.eumetsat.int/>, <http://o3msaf.fmi.fi/>, <https://eoportal.eumetsat.int>,
<http://lap.physics.auth.gr/eumetsat/totalozone/>,and <http://atmos.caf.dlr.de/>.
Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency / SMILES (Hideaki Nakane, NIES)
Mr Hideaki gave a summary of the Superconducting Submillimeter-Wave Limb-Emission
Sounder (SMILES). SMILES had been performing very well as expected, but unfortunately
stopped its operation on 21 April 2011. SMILES made high-sensitivity measurements with lower
noise than other instruments, and reasonable retrieval results are coming out. Diurnal variation of
species such as ClO and BrO is one of the unique outcomes contributing to scientific issues in the
middle atmosphere. Mr Hideaki noted that further comparison with reference data and validation
data are needed to derive more stable and confident retrieval results.
Summary of the Key Issues in Space-Based Measurements: Identification of Future Needs
and Opportunities (Jean-Christopher Lambert, IASB-BIRA)
Research and monitoring relevant to the Vienna Convention and the Montreal Protocol
require satellite measurements of atmospheric composition for the following, nonexhaustive list of
activities: monitoring of the ozone vertical column and the ozone vertical distribution, and
assessment of their past changes; monitoring of key species involved in the ozone photochemistry
(e.g., nitrogen oxides, HCl, ClO, BrO, and polar stratospheric clouds); monitoring of compounds
regulated by the Montreal Protocol and amendments and their substitutes; monitoring of their
degradation products; investigation of the coupling between atmospheric chemistry, dynamics and
climate; and improvement of modelling tools like chemistry-transport models (CTMs), general
circulation models (GCMs) and data assimilation systems (DAs). In the context of the 8ORM
meeting, updated information on current and future satellite programmes was received from the
following space agencies and institutes (by alphabetical order): the Belgian Institute for Space
Aeronomy (BIRA-IASB), the Canadian Space Agency (CSA), the German Aerospace Centre
(DLR), the European Space Agency (ESA), the European Organisation for the Exploitation of
Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT), the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), the
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI), the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and the
National Satellite Meteorological Center (NSMC) of the China Meteorological Administration
(CMA).
Three series of low-orbit polar missions are taking over the long-term, global monitoring of
the ozone column and of the ozone profile (at low vertical resolution), initiated with the
TOMS/SBUV and GOME/SCIAMACHY/OMI series started in 1978 and 1995, respectively; three
GOME-2 onboard EUMETSAT EPS MetOp (MetOp-A launched on 19 October 2006, MetOp-B to
be launched in 2012); three TOU/SBUS onboard NSMC/CMA FengYun-3 (FY-3A launched on 27
May 2008); and OMPS onboard NOAA NPP/JPSS (launch foreseen in 2012).
Similar
instrumentation is expected to continue operation in the post-EPS timeframe with the
ESA/EUMETSAT GMES Sentinel 5 (launch around 2020) and NASA’s GACM (project for 2025),
with a Sentinel 5 Precursor to be launched in 2014 by ESA as a gap-filler mission. Geostationary
capabilities are envisaged in 2018 with ESA/EUMETSAT GMES Sentinel 4, and after 2020 with
NASA’s GEO-CAPE, as well as pseudo-geostationary capabilities from a Molniya orbit for the high
latitudes (CSA concept studies). These latter missions will offer access to short-term variations at
high spatial resolution, but with limited geographical coverage.
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There is a serious concern about ozone-profiling capabilities at high vertical resolution after
the current era of Odin (since 2001), Envisat (since 2002), SCISAT ACE (since 2003) and EOS
Aura (since 2004). After the loss of ERBS SAGE-II, UARS HALOE, UARS MLS, and Meteor-3M
SAGE-III in 2005, Aura HIRDLS and JEM SMILES stopped operation in 2009 and 2010,
respectively, and Aura MLS lost two channels. Although its three atmospheric composition
instruments perform satisfactorily, fuel reserves of Envisat will not allow operation far beyond 2013.
At the time being, there are several concept studies and projects, e.g., to operate ACE-FTS on
future platforms, and to develop the ALTIUS limb instrument for the lightweight PROBA platform.
PREMIER, an IR and microwave limb instrument, is a candidate for ESA’s Earth Explorer 7
(around 2016). However, there is no firm programme guaranteeing appropriate continuation of
solar occultation and limb profilers after OMPS on NPP (launch in 2012) and SAGE-III on ISS
(launch in 2014).
Despite the clear 7ORM recommendations, a similar concern persists for observations of
ozone-related species and parameters (e.g., ozone hole diagnostics and regulated compounds
and substitutes), of water vapour and of temperature, performed so far by the same missions.
Current plans show a necessary tendency to nadir-viewing sensors focusing instead on air quality,
aerosols, greenhouse gases, and climate issues, and a serious data gap is anticipated. Space
agencies are aware of the problem. Solutions for maintaining sufficient ozone-related capabilities
are being studied, but there are no firm commitments yet.
Ground-based networks (Brewer and Dobson spectrophotometers, DOAS UV-visible and
FTIR spectrometers, lidars, ozonesondes, millimeterwave radiometers, and ground-level in situ
measurements) constitute the primary source of correlative observations for the vital validation of
satellite data. Such networks should be maintained, and even extended, to cover a wider range of
atmospheric states and regions of interest. The recent decrease in the number of stations
reporting data to WOUDC might become a concern if this reduction of facilities continues. The
deployment of needed facilities in the tropics and the Southern Hemisphere is encouraged. For
some species and instruments, further effort is needed to improve the station-to-station
homogeneity of networks, and to consolidate long-term data records, especially in view of data
assessments addressing the links between atmospheric composition changes and climate change.
With the increasing interest for interactions between ozone and climate issues, groundbased and satellite measurement systems are facing new challenges and more stringent dataquality requirements. To guarantee interoperability of the systems, traceability of the data quality,
and fitness for purpose of the data, enhanced cooperation between space agencies, within
ground-based networks, and between ground-based networks, satellite teams, and generic data
users, is highly desirable in the fields of instrument calibration, level-1-to-2 retrieval algorithm
development, geophysical validation, data access and data policy, methods for data integration
and merging (including comparisons with models and data assimilation), communication, training,
and education. Traceability and consistency of quality-assurance methods and of quality
information from end–to-end, that is, from the acquisition of binary data by the instrument to the
delivery of four-dimensional atmospheric fields by modelling and assimilation systems, is of
particular concern. Multi-mission/multi-sensor/multi-agency projects and strategies like the GEO
Quality Assurance framework for Earth Observation (QA4EO), the Global Space-based InterCalibration System (GSICS), SPARC assessments, NASA’s GOZCARDS and ESA’s Climate
Change Initiative, and topical intercomparison campaigns aiming at understanding and reducing
discrepancies between different types of observations, are warmly encouraged. These new steps
in the integrated exploitation of satellite and ground-based data may require the development of
dedicated methods and tools, and should be supported by adequate research activities.
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In this session, each representative of a region presented the regional and national
situations with ozone monitoring and research, focusing on the key issues raised by the countries
in the region based on the national reports submitted for this meeting.
Region 1: Africa (Gerrie Coetzee, South African Weather Service)
Mr Coetzee reported that, in most African countries, the Ozone Units/Offices have kept
active, and are involved in the phasing out efforts of the ozone-depleting substances, even as
Africa is a small industrial polluting continent. Most reports from countries reports indicate the
success of their contributions adhering to the Montreal Protocol; however, components from the
Vienna Convention’s ozone-related monitoring and research is visibly lacking.
Existing long-term (ozone-relevant) ground observations are extremely scarce. Time is
running out, but, on the other hand, it can never be too late for establishing and increasing relevant
observation programmes. Many countries of Africa are calling for these actions through
collaboration. (Please see the individual reports for additional detail.)
Good ground-based observations are limited to only a few countries. All other countries
express the need to take part in systematic observations – even basic programmes. One realises,
that each country does not need an extensive WMO GAW Global station, but at least some incountry, with a moderate regional observation programme, would stimulate further capacity and
result in advantages to the global community.
The presentations give a graphical map of current ozone- and related monitoring activities
from the reports received. Recommendations are included, but many remain left and still valid
from the 7ORM, to gain further momentum.
Region 2: Asia (Tetsuro Uekubo, Japan Meteorological Agency; Hideaki Nakane, National
Institute for Environmental Studies, Japan)
1. Systematic observations and data analyses in Japan and Asia
According to the National Reports (9 countries from RAⅡ):
•

Ozone and UV are being monitored operationally

•

Some countries that operate M-124 ozonometers need financial or technical support to
replace the instruments

•

JMA has been operating the QA/SAC and the RDCC under the WMO’s GAW Programme

•

Long-term measurements of ozone and improvements in analyses allowed long-term
trends and its height resolved changes

2. Research topics in Japan and Asian region
Stratospheric ozone and related climate changes in Asian region are characterized by large
amounts and trends of emissions of HCFCs and HFCs, latitudinal differences in the
stratosphere-troposphere exchange and Brewer-Dobson circulation, and latitudinal differences
in the total ozone distribution. In this connection, various observational and modelling studies
have been carried out:
•

Emission maps of HCFCs and HFCs were obtained by an inverse modelling method using
the high-frequency measurements network data of HCFCs and HFCs in Japan, China, and
Korea.

•

Measurements of tracer species in the stratosphere over Sanriku, Japan contributed to
determining the age of stratospheric air, in which the necessity of taking into account
gravitational separation and methane oxidation was demonstrated.
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•

Improvement in temperature bias in CCSR/NIES CCM was successfully carried out, and it
resulted in improvement in water vapour modelling in the tropical lower stratosphere.

3. Recommendations to 8ORM
•

Operational monitoring of ozone and UV with the QA/SAC and the RDCC under the GAW
programme of WMO is essential, and should be continued.

•

Systematic observations and data analyses to evaluate the changing state of the ozone
layer, including detection of ozone recovery and change in age of air, etc., should be
continued in cooperation with international monitoring networks such as the WMO/GAW
programme, NDACC, AGAGE, and SHADOZ.

•

A systematic calibration programme and well-coordinated monitoring network should be
established to detect variations and long-term trends in ground-level UV radiation.

•

Studies on chemical and dynamic processes, especially on Brewer-Dobson circulation,
cross-tropopause transport, and the ozone budget near the tropopause region also should
be continued.

•

Further improvement of chemistry climate models (CCMs) is needed to allow more precise
prediction of future changes in the ozone layer.

•

Reevaluation of chemical-reaction data, including photochemical data for stratospheric
modelling, is urgently required to resolve discrepancies between observations and model
calculations.

•

Studies on the effects of increased UV radiation on human health, ecosystems, air quality,
and biogeochemical cycles are strongly recommended, especially the effects of increased
UV radiation under rising temperature conditions.

Region 3: South America (Claudio Casiccia Salgado, Universidad de Magallanes)
Mr Casiccia Salgado presented a summary of accomplishments from the recommendations
from 7ORM:
•

There is a strong political decision to sustain ozone and UV investigations. Some projects
are supported directly with national funds. Other institutions as such as universities and
research institutions also participate in these research fields.

•

Collaboration with international projects was also strengthened with both logistic and
scientific support.

•

The Regional Calibration Center at the Argentine National Weather Service accomplished
the scheduled tasks with the 2010 intercomparisons of South-American Dobson
instruments, UV-biometers, and surface-ozone instruments.

•

New sophisticated equipment has been incorporated by several Argentine and Chilean
institutions: a lidar in Río Gallegos, developed and constructed in Argentina; and an
ozonesonde (LMG6), in Punta Arenas, Chile.

•

The UV index is forecasted and broadcast daily along the three countries.

•

The prevention of sunburn-related skin diseases and skin cancer for the population has
been taken as a subject of Public Health, with official annual diffusion campaigns.

•

Over 40 papers in top-ranked journals have been published by Argentine, Chilean, and
Colombian research groups on ozone and UV and its effects between 2008 and 2011.
Mr Casiccia Salgado then presented the Region 3 recommendations to 8ORM:

•

In future years, Antarctica and the Southern Cone of South America must continue to be
considered the most critical region in the world related to ozone depletion and its
consequences.
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•

South American countries are in a privileged geographical situation to support ozone and
UV monitoring.

•

The Antarctic ozone hole must be monitored continuously by all means for many years.
Permanent ground-based and satellite-based instruments are an essential component for
this task.

•

The current monitoring networks must be maintained in qualified operation. Regular
calibration campaigns of ozone- and UV-measuring instruments are essential in South
America.

•

The ozone layer is both acting in response to current climate variability and change, as well
as affecting climate over the Southern Hemisphere. Studies and monitoring of coupled
climate change and ozone variability must be emphasized in South America and in the
Antarctic Continent.

Region 4: North America, Central America and the Caribbean
USA (Kenneth W. Jucks, NASA; Russ Schnell, NOAA)
The CFCs controlled under the Montreal Protocol are decreasing, whereas the replacement
HFCs are increasing with apparent large-scale production in developing countries. The total
equivalent chlorine in the atmosphere is decreasing, with a return to pre-ozone-hole levels in the
Antarctic possibly in the 2070 time frame. Pole-to-pole aircraft profiles show that CFC-11 is wellmixed pole-to-pole, whereas HCFC-22 is Northern Hemisphere-centric.
Antarctic UV
measurements show that, when depleted ozone is over a station such as Palmer, the UV index is
almost as high as the maximum ever measured in Colorado. N2O will be the predominate
There is a possibility that
contributor to the atmospheric ODP in the 21st century.
tetrafluoropropene (CF3CF=CH2), a potential substitute for HFC-134a, will produce trifluoroacetic
acid (TFA) in clouds. TFA is a toxic substance in water.
The U.S. agencies place high attention to focused ground-based and airborne campaigns
designed to address critical questions that are highlighted in past ORM reports and the Ozone
SAP reports. These campaigns serve to improve our understanding of key physical and chemical
processes that control the levels of ozone. Some of these programmes are designed to help
understand the contributions of short-lived halocarbons in the atmosphere, as well as the transport
processes that control the levels of water vapour in the stratosphere and tropical upper
troposphere. These campaigns are designed to coordinate strongly with the various NASA and
international satellite observations, both for satellite validation and to enhance the observations of
both the satellites and the data from the campaigns.
Canada (Bruce McArthur, Environment Canada)
Canada operates an eight-station Brewer Ozone Spectrophotometer Network and a tenstation ozonesonde network. The Brewer observations are transmitted in near-real time to the
Canadian Meteorological Centre for use in the UV-index forecast. The ozonesonde network has
historically been used as a means of monitoring the ozone layer, but more recently interest has
increased to operate this network in near-real time also. The forecasting of the UV index and the
overall health of Canadians has led to significant efforts in providing ozone and UV information on
the web, and in developing new algorithms for the estimation of erythemal UV and vitamin D
uptake for the health community.
The Canadian Space Agency has worked collaboratively with the atmospheric science
community in both government and academia to develop a significant role in the space-based
observation of stratospheric ozone and related chemical constituents. OSIRIS, onboard Odin, and
the Canadian ACE satellite are providing valuable data on the overall health of the ozone layer.
The success of these instruments has aided the development of Eureka, NU, as a satellite
validation centre, and has encouraged the analyses of multiple datasets beyond these instruments.
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Canada has supported ozone and UV observations by hosting the WMO World Ozone and
UV Data Centre (WOUDC) since its inception. It will turn 50 years old in 2012. Canadian
scientists sit on both the GAW SAG-UV and SAG-Ozone, and have been involved as authors and
coordinating authors of the UNEP/WMO Ozone Assessments. In further support of the WMO
ozone programme, Canada maintains the World Brewer Ozone Triad, frequently leads the Biennial
Brewer Users Group meetings, and provides $30,000 U.S. annually to the WMO Brewer Trust
Fund to support technical training and Brewer calibration activities in developing economies.
Central America, Mexico and the Caribbean (Geir Braathen, WMO, for Juan Carlos Peláez
Chávez, Instituto de Meteorología)
The only countries that reported on ozone-related activities were Mexico and Cuba. In
Mexico, there are measurements of total ozone at the Solar Radiation Observatory of the
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM), and of UV radiation at eight stations in
Mexico City carried out by Red Automática de Monitoreo Ambiental (RAMA) under metrological
control of the Solar Radiation Observatory, UNAM.
In Cuba, there are measurements of total ozone and UV radiation in Havana. From 1984 to
2000, the total-ozone observations were done with a filter ozonometer. Since 2000, the
observations have been carried out with Dobson instrument # 67. This instrument was used in the
2003, 2006, and 2010 Dobson intercomparisons in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Total-ozone data from Mexico and Cuba have been reported to the WMO-GAW World
Ozone and UV radiation Data Centre in Toronto. Data from Mexico City (STN 192) have been
reported up to April 2000. Data from Havana (STN 311) are up-to-date as of March 2011.
In Mexico plans are to continue the total-ozone measurements, and there is a proposal to
extend the UV-radiation measurements to the whole national territory, taking advantage of existing
meteorological stations. In Cuba, there are plans to establish a network covering the whole
country with nine stations for UV-A and UV-B observations. These instruments will be collocated
with existing instruments for global solar radiation at meteorological stations. Cuba is asking for
international collaboration to allow for the replacement of thermopile-based devices with
instruments of higher quality and known performance.
Skin cancer is the fastest growing type of cancer in Cuba. In addition, the greatest number
of medical consultations given to visiting tourists is related to excessive exposure to solar radiation.
Increased knowledge of solar UV radiation would improve the health of both the local population
and of visiting foreigners, mostly from Canada and Europe.
The “SPARC Report on the Evaluation of Chemistry Climate Models”, (Final Review Meeting
in Toledo, Spain, November 9-11, 2009) states that models consistently predict a partial recovery
of tropical ozone followed by a decrease in the second half of the 21st century. The long-term
decrease will be found mainly in the lower stratosphere. It is important that UV-monitoring
instruments be calibrated every two years or better. Based on the points above, this is seen as
necessary to establish a Regional Reference and Calibration Laboratory for UV instruments for
WMO Regions III and IV.
It is proposed that funds through the Vienna Convention Trust Fund for Research and
Systematic Observations, UNEP’s Compliance Assistance Programme (CAP), or other funding
sources be utilized for the participation of personnel from Central America at training courses, such
as the excellent Dobson Data Quality Workshop held in Hradec Králové in February 2011. It is
also proposed that developing countries receive international funds for participation at workshops
and symposia.
Region 5: South West Pacific (Janet Bornman, University of Waikato)
Ms Bornman gave an overview of ozone-related activities in Region 5, South West Pacific,
based on national reports from Australia, Cook Islands, and Samoa. Ms Bornman also collected
information from New Zealand. In Australia, ozone observations are carried out by the Bureau of
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Meteorology. Dobson total-ozone observations go back to 1957, and are carried out at Brisbane,
Macquarie Island, and Melbourne. Ozonesondes are launched from Macquarie Island, Melbourne,
and Davis Station in Antarctica. Observations also are carried out by the University of Tasmania,
Queensland University of Technology, and University of Wollongong (part of the Network for
Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change, NDACC). Measurements of ozone-depleting
gases take place at Cape Grim, Tasmania, and in Aspendale, Victoria. Australia recommends that
data-archival facilities and instrument calibrations and intercomparisons be continued and further
developed, e.g., through WMO and NDACC.
In New Zealand, ozone- and UV-related research takes place at the National Institute of
Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA) and at Bodeker Scientific. Many relevant observations
are taken at Lauder, near Alexandra. This station is a global station in WMO’s Global Atmosphere
Watch Programme, and also is part of the NDACC. Ozone, as well as a number of parameters
related to ozone depletion, are measured with a variety of techniques such as Dobson
spectrophotometry, UV-visible spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy, microwave radiometry,
electrochemical ozonesondes flown on balloons, ozone and aerosol lidars, and frostpoint
hygrometers. Solar UV radiation is measured at a number of sites. There also are measurement
activities outside of New Zealand, such as in Antarctica and Pacific Islands. Specific work in
support of environmental conventions also is taking place. New Zealand asks for: 1) better
quantification of how management of banks of ozone-depleting substances may affect the
recovery of the global ozone layer, 2) in-depth assessment of when and where the ozone layer is
likely to recover, 3) effects of stratospheric changes on surface climate change, and 4) more
information on the positive and negative effects of UV exposure.
Cook Islands consist of 15 small islands. There is no existing ozone research in Cook
Islands, but there is a GCOS Upper Air Network (GUAN) station where radiosondes are launched
to measure temperature, humidity, and atmospheric pressure. This station could be equipped to
launch ozonesondes, and the representative of Cook Islands asks whether international support
would be available for this purpose.
The national report from Samoa deals mainly with the phase-out of ozone-depleting gases,
since there are no ozone observations taking place on its territory.
Antarctica
Antarctica (Jonathan D. Shanklin, British Antarctic Survey)
The Antarctic observing network is much less dense than, for example, that of Europe.
Individual stations carry out a multitude of observations including ozone, radiosonde, and surface
climate. The length of record is critical for showing variation, with the Antarctic Peninsula warming
having started long before the onset of the ozone hole, and is likely to include a component of
natural regional change. Stations use varied techniques including Dobson, Brewer, SAOZ, and
ozonesondes for ozone measurements. A few stations are now providing near-real time
observations on the GTS, as well as data for the WMO ozone bulletins.
The original discovery of the ozone hole was, in part, a matter of luck, with Halley being
ideally located to make the discovery and having a long, continuous Dobson data record. Data
from the station do not yet provide good evidence for recovery of the ozone hole. The 2010 ozone
hole was unusual compared to the majority of those seen since the discovery. History has set the
limit for an ozone hole at 220 DU, so, although major ozone depletion in the Arctic took place in
2011, it did not qualify as an ozone hole.
Antarctic ice-core data often help to put recent data into context. CO2 values today are
rising much more rapidly than at any time in the last 150,000 years, and are at a higher level than
at any time in the last 750,000 years. Changing CO2, ozone, ODS, volcanic aerosol, and
atmospheric dynamics all play a part in observed ozone amounts; however, while it is reasonable
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to conclude that chemical ozone depletion over Antarctica is decreasing, we cannot yet say that
the ozone hole is recovering.
Czech Republic Activities in Antarctica (Michal Janouch, CHMI)
In February 2010, the Solar and Ozone Observatory of the Czech Hydrometeorological
Institute, in cooperation with the Argentine Antarctic Institute, installed Brewer ozone
spectrophotometer (double MKIII) # 199, a fully automated instrument, at the Marambio Base. The
instrument operates in the remote mode via satellite at the Marambio Station. This activity is part
of the VAV project “The Contribution of the Czech Republic to the Detection of the State of the
Ozone Layer and Solar UV Radiation in Antarctica,” which is supported by the Czech Government
as a cooperation between CHMI and the Argentine Antarctic Institute. The measurements
performed with the Brewer instrument are deposited in the WOUDC, platform No. 233. More
information can be found at <http://www.antarktida-ozon.cz>.
The aim of the present work is to improve scientific knowledge for global assessments on
ozone depletion and climate change for the Montreal Protocol and the Vienna Convention, and to
gain a better understanding of processes in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere through
modelling and data analysis. Studies of the long-term variability in extratropical large-scale
transport are also being performed to improve long-term predictions of mid- and high-latitude
ozone and UV radiation.
Region 6: Europe
European Union (Jose M. Jimenez Mingo and Claus Brüning, European Commission)
Collaborative research at the European level is mainly implemented through the Framework
Programme for Research and Technological Development (FP) of the European Commission.
Research projects funded within the previous programme (FP6-2003/2006) are in their final phase,
and most of the expected results have been achieved. The four European Commission-supported
projects in this area (SCOUT-O3, QUANTIFY, GEOMON, and ATTICA) had an overall budget of
32M€. The emphasis of SCOUT-O3 was on ozone-climate interaction, QUANTIFY focused on the
impact of emissions from the transport sector on climate change and ozone depletion, and
GEOMON supported atmospheric observations. ATTICA was designed as a support action to
assess the impact of the transport sector (aviation, land traffic, shipping) on climate change and
ozone depletion.
Stratospheric research remains a priority in the ongoing programme (FP7-2007/2013).
Research under the Environment theme supports the implementation of relevant international
environmental commitments, protocols, and initiatives, such as the UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Kyoto and Montreal Protocols. Research is an essential
component in the increasing efforts of the European Commission to combat climate change and
stratospheric ozone depletion. Activities include health risks associated with changing UV
radiation levels.
Two major research projects (RECONCILE and SHIVA) are presently funded under FP7,
focussing on climate-chemistry interactions in the stratosphere related to ozone depletion. In
addition, the ICEPURE project focuses on the quantification of changing surface-UV radiation
levels and its impact on human health, and the MACC project combines state-of-the-art
atmospheric modelling with Earth observation data. A new project (NORS) is currently in
preparation to enhance GMES applications in the atmosphere.
These projects comprise the backbone of the European Commission’s stratospheric
research, thereby maintaining a critical mass essential for future contributions to international
ozone and UV assessments. They also provide effective coordination mechanisms for the joint
use of European research facilities to promote integrated interdisciplinary research, thereby
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addressing the scientific problems in a holistic way. As a result, European research has
contributed significantly to the international Scientific Assessment of Ozone Depletion, 2010.
The complexity of the atmospheric processes, the scale of the scientific problems, and the
potential devastating impact on humans and the ecosystems caused by climate change,
stratospheric ozone depletion, and changing UV radiation require real interdisciplinary research
collaboration. Research will be conducted in the coming years focusing on the climatestratospheric interaction. Open scientific questions to be considered in coming calls include
atmospheric chemistry and climate change interactions; links between climate change,
atmospheric pollution, and UV-radiation and its impacts on ecosystems; effects of climate change
on the stratosphere; lower-middle atmosphere interactions; and substitute gases with reduced
global warming potential
Belgium (Jean-Christopher Lambert, IASB-BIRA)
Mr Lambert highlighted some of the Belgian monitoring and research activitiesrelated to the
stratospheric ozone layer and its links with climate. Activities involve the Belgian Federal Public
Planning Service Science Policy (BELSPO), the Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy (BIRAIASB), the Royal Meteorological Institute of Belgium (RMIB), University of Brussels (ULB), and
University of Liège (ULg).
The ground-based monitoring activities include the long-term monitoring of ozone; ODSs
and substitutes; source gases like CH4 and N2O; nitrogen compounds; the budgets of chlorine,
fluorine, and bromine compounds; and ground-level UV-B radiation. Ground-based measurements
are taken by a suite of complementary instrumentation including Brewer and Dobson UV
spectrophotometers, balloonborne electrochemical ozonesondes, DOAS UV-visible and FTIR
spectrometers, and spectral UV instruments. They are operated at a variety of Network for the
Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC) and WMO’s Global Atmosphere Watch
(GAW) sites: Uccle (Belgium), Harestua (Norway), the Jungfraujoch (Swiss Alps), Haute Provence
Observatory (France), La Réunion Island, and the new Belgian station Princess Elisabeth in
Antarctica. Many data records cover several decades. For example, the ozonesonde programme
in Uccle started in 1969; the Dobson and Brewer measurements started in 1971 and 1983,
respectively; and the FTIR data record at the Jungfraujoch provides trends of inorganic fluorine
and chlorine with respect to levels in the early 1980s.
The remote sensing of ozone and related species from satellite sensors continues through
various contributions to international satellite programmes such as ERS-2 GOME (operating since
1995); Envisat (GOMOS, MIPAS, and SCIAMACHY, operating since 2002); SCISAT ACE-FTS
(since 2003); EOS-Aura OMI (since 2004); and MetOp-A (GOME-2 and IASI, since 2006). Plans
for participation in future missions like MetOp-B (GOME-2 and IASI, launch in 2012); Sentinel 5
Precursor (2014); and Sentinels 4 (2018) and 5 (2020) is ongoing. Belgium is active in mission
advisory and planning, instrumental developments, calibration, development of retrieval algorithms,
generation of level-2 geophysical data products, support to implementation of scientific prototypes
in operational data-processing chains, geophysical validation and QA monitoring, generation of
level-3/4 data products through chemical data assimilation, and reevaluation of long-term data
records. International cooperation is fostered through bodies and initiatives like CEOS, ESA
Quality Working Groups, EUMETSAT O3M-SAF, GAW, GMES, IO3C, NDACC, and SPARC.
Research activities include trend assessments of the ozone column and vertical distribution,
of ODSs; of stratospheric chlorine, fluorine, and bromine budgets; of other ozone-related
substances like NO2; of parameters like stratospheric aerosols; and of UV-B radiation; the study
and monitoring of ozone loss in the Arctic; the study of sources, sinks, and transport of trace
gases, on the global scale using satellite data and on the regional scale (polar, middle latitudes,
tropics) using ground-based data; and studies to better understand and use the information offered
by remotely sensed atmospheric data, e.g., the development of multi-dimensional observation
operators used in satellite validation and data assimilation. Apart from analysis and interpretation
of observational data, various models have been developed and used, including chemical transport
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modelling of the troposphere and stratosphere, calculation of atmospheric trajectories and
dispersion, long-term reanalysis of observations through a 4D variational chemical assimilation
system, and prediction of chemical weather. In particular, the BASCOE 4D-var assimilation
system is a component of EU’s GMES Atmospheric Core Service.
Czech Republic (Karel Vanicek, CHMI)
Systematic monitoring of atmospheric ozone and UV solar radiation is performed in the
Czech Republic (CR) by the CHMI within the frame of the GAW Programme. Routine daily
observations of total ozone have been performed with the Dobson and Brewer spectrophotometers
operated at the Solar and Ozone Observatory (SOO) in Hradec Králové since 1961. Since 1978,
ozone profiles have been measured at the Upper Air Department of the CHMI in Prague with
balloonborne ozonesondes. Vertical distribution of ozone is also measured by the Umkehr inverse
technique with the Brewer spectrophotometers at the SOO.
The research activities are currently focused mainly on the creation of a 50-year Dobson-toBrewer assimilated total-ozone data series from 1961 to 2010, the evaluation of the long-term
changes of the ozone layer by the assimilated data set, and the investigation of the relation
between the above changes and stratospheric dynamical processes. These activities are
performed under the project “Long-Term Changes of the Ozone Layer over the Czech Republic,”
which is supported by the Czech Grant Agency.
In the area of Capacity Building under GAW, CHMI recently contributed to organization of
the “UNEP/WMO Dobson Data Quality Workshop,” <see www.dobsonworkshop.cz>, and to the
relocation of two Dobson instruments from Norway to Uganda, and from Belgium to the Ukraine.
These were the international actions realized as a contribution of the SOO to the activities of the
RDCC –Europe.
Germany (Wolfgang Steinbrecht, Deutscher Wetterdienst)
Ozone research in Germany is a collective effort by about 20 institutions. Government
agencies are generally more oriented towards long-term observations. Deutscher Wetterdienst,
e.g., is doing ground-based monitoring in Germany, and Alfred-Wegener Institute performs groundbased monitoring at Arctic and Antarctic stations. The Bundesamt for Strahlenschutz operates the
German UV-network. Deutsche Luft- and Raumfahrt (DLR) is processing and archiving European
satellite data for the ozone layer. Several institutes, including University of Bremen, Karlsruhe
Institute for Technology (KIT), and Forschungszentrum Jülich (FZJ), are heavily involved in
satellite-instrument conception and advanced data analysis. Model simulations, e.g., for the
Chemistry Climate Model VALidation (CCMVAL) activity, are undertaken at DLR, Max-Plank
Institutes (MPIs), KIT, and FZJ. Several institutes, e.g., KIT and the Universities of Bremen,
Frankfurt, and Heidelberg, are providing a host of advanced ozone and trace-gas measurements
like FTIR, balloon samplers, etc. Activities focus on the Arctic and on long-term changes.
Germany is well-integrated in international programmes like WMO-GAW and NDACC. It
contributes actively, e.g., by hosting (together with Czechia) the WMO RA VI Dobson Calibration
Center, by FZJ hosting the QA/QC Center for Ozonesondes, by AWI coordinating the MATCH
campaigns for the quantification polar ozone losses, and by the University of Hannover taking an
active role in international activities for UV monitoring.
Nordic Countries (Niels Larsen, Danish Meteorological Institute)
Mr Larsen presented ozone and UV-monitoring activities in the Nordic countries (Sweden,
Norway, Finland, and Denmark, including Greenland). All countries perform ground-based
Dobson, SAOZ, and/or Brewer total-ozone measurements, and report data to international
databases (e.g., WOUDC, NDACC). Regular ozone soundings are performed from Greenland and
Finland, as part of the MATCH campaign. Finland also maintains a programme for Antarctic ozone
soundings. Ozone-profiling measurements by lidar are performed at Alomar in Norway. Regular
UV measurements are performed in all countries, and Finland hosts the European UV spectral
radiation database. Finland and Denmark participate in the EUMETSAT Ozone Satellite
Application Facility (O3M-SAF). Research topics include ozone and UV analyses, climate and
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chemistry transport modelling, data assimilation of satellite measurements, and modelling of
personal UV exposure. Given the two-way interactions between climate change and the state of
the ozone layer, the Nordic Ozone Research Managers express the need for continued monitoring
of the recovery of the ozone layer.
Poland (Bogumil Kois, IMWM)
In Poland, the Institute of Meteorology and Water Management (IMWM) conducts
ozonesonde monitoring. The ozone soundings have been performed at the Legionowo (52.40˚N,
20.97˚N) upper-air station since 1979.
Until May 1993, the OSE (BM type) ozone sensor with the METEORIT/MARZ radio
sounding system was used. Since then, the ECC sensor and DigiCora/RS80/92 radio sounding
system of Vaisala have been used. The ozone soundings are launched regularly on each
Wednesday. Since 1995, additional ozone soundings have been performed for the purpose of the
MATCH campaign (statistical evaluation of ozone chemical destruction in the polar vortex).
Episodes of serious ozone loss have been observed during the displacements of the cold polar
vortex in late winter / early spring.
On 16 April 2011, 12 UTC, when the polar vortex was moving across Poland, record-low
total ozone (266D) was calculated from the ozone profile. In late April, ozone-depleted air masses
originating from the polar vortex continued to move over Europe.
Switzerland (René Stübi, MeteoSwiss)
In this presentation, Mr Stübi gave an overview of the overall activities related to monitoring,
calibration, international activities, and the Nairobi station support. The time series of the Umkehr,
sondes, and microwave ozone profiles were presented, as well as the updated trends study.
The constant effort to improve the quality of the existing records was illustrated by two
examples regarding 1) the mismatch of the Brewer and Dobson at the beginning of the 1990s, and
2) the mismatch of the ozonesonde record and the Jungfraujoch ozone data during the same time
period. First, alternative reprocessings of the Brewer 040 record, either according to the standard
network procedure (adjusted to the travelling reference B07) or simply based on the intrinsic
instrument stability, were compared to the independent Dobson series. The standard calibration
procedure series presents a larger difference compared to Dobson, and this raises the question of
the appropriateness of the procedure. In the second example, the ozonesonde record was
compared to the ground-based Jungfruajoch coincidental data. An analysis of the 1988-2006 time
series shows that the general behaviour of the ozone in the middle troposphere in the early 1990s
is still not clear.
Turkey (Yilmaz Acar, State Meteorological Service)
The Turkish State Meteorological Service (TSMS) is responsible for observing and
promoting research activities on measurements of ozone and UV radiation. Two methods are
commonly used for ozone measurements in Ankara – the ECC ozonesonde and the Brewer
spectrophotometer. Total ozone measurements have been made using the Brewer since
November 2006. TSMS has used balloonborne ozonesondes since 1994 at the Ankara station.
The Ankara station is a component of the WMO GAW Programme. Brewer and ozonesonde data
are sent to the World Ozone and UV Radiation Data Centre. They are archived and published with
the station ID 348 in Toronto.
Calibration of the Brewer #188 MKIII is performed biennially. The first Brewer calibration
was carried out by International Ozone Services on 07–12 October 2008, and it was financially
supported by the WMO. The second Brewer calibration was carried out by Kipp and Zonen on 22–
29 September 2010.
UV radiation measurements are made at 11 different stations. UV radiometers are used to
measure UV radiation at 10 stations in narrow band, and at 1 station in broadband, with various
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instruments. Spectral UVB measurements using the Brewer #188 MKIII have been made 2006 in
Ankara.
The TSMS and DWD global-model outputs for daily ozone and UV-index forecasts are
published the TSMS website.
United Kingdom (William Cook, Defra)
Monitoring of column ozone is undertaken at four sites across the UK, using Brewer
spectrophotometers at two sites (Northern and Southern England), a Dobson spectrophotometer at
one site (Northern Scotland), and a SAOZ spectrometer (Wales) at the final site. Quality-controlled
results from the sites in England and Scotland are reported to the WOUDC, and data from the site
in Wales are reported to the NDACC network. The British Antarctic Survey continues columnozone measurements at two sites, Halley (a Dobson spectrophotometer) and Rothera (a SAOZ
spectrometer). A radiosonde programme also operates at both Halley and Rothera. Spectral UV
measurements are made at two sites in England, with quality-controlled data reported to the
WOUDC. Broadband UV measurements are made at seven sites across the UK, and these
contribute to the global dataset.
ODS concentrations are measured at the AGAGE site at Mace Head, Ireland, and will soon
be measured at a second site in the UK to allow increased accuracy in modelling UK emissions.
Research in the UK includes: developing the whole atmosphere chemistry model UKCA
and its inclusion in a full Earth-system model; application of the ozone-data assimilation scheme to
examine phenomena such as low-ozone events in the southern summer stratosphere; checking
layers of the Earth’s atmosphere for halogenated ozone-depleting and greenhouse gases;
Southern Hemisphere climate change in an era of ozone recovery; the SOLCLI consortium
(influences of solar variability on atmospheric composition and climate); and the impact of the
mesosphere on stratospheric ozone and climate.
Future research priorities include maintenance of long-term monitoring programmes, further
improvements to modelling emissions of ODSs using data from AGAGE sites, and developing a
greater understanding of the mechanisms for likely impacts of future climate change on ozone and
vice versa.
SESSION 6: DISCUSSION OF RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations arising from the meeting were discussed under four topics. For each
topic, selected resource persons made a short introductory presentation for each topic, followed by
discussion. Rapporteurs identified for each topic led the drafting of the recommendations on the
basis of the discussions. The national reports formed an important basis for the discussions and
the recommendations. The resource persons and rapporteurs were as follows:
Research Needs: Introduction by Paul Newman and A. R. Ravishankara, Co-Chairs,
SAP; Rapporteurs – Ken Jucks, USA, and John Pyle, Co-Chair, SAP
Systematic Observations: Introduction by P. K. Bhartia, USA, and Stefan Reimann,
Switzerland; Rapporteurs – Jean-Christopher Lambert, Belgium, and Niels Larsen,
Denmark
Data Archiving: Introduction by Karel Vanicek, Czech Republic; Rapporteurs – Greg
Bodeker, New Zealand, and Johannes Stähelin, Switzerland
Capacity Building: Introduction by Ayité-Lô Ajavon, Co-Chair, SAP, and Stuart
McDermid, USA; Rapporteurs – Geir Braathen, WMO, and Bruce McArthur, Canada
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Recommendations
Research Needs
There are many questions that remain on the expected ozone recovery from the influence
of ozone-depleting substances (ODSs). In particular, how do ozone depletion and climate change
interact? Recent research reveals that ozone depletion has affected tropospheric climate. In
addition, it is becoming clearer that greenhouse gases (GHGs) are altering the stratosphere – the
cooling of the upper stratosphere by GHGs is expected to exceed 5K between the years 2000 and
2100, necessitating long-term observations of both ozone and temperature in the stratosphere.
The ability to predict future ozone behaviour requires further improvements in the quantification of
the roles of chemical and dynamical processes responsible for ozone production, loss, transport,
and distribution, and their respective uncertainties. The development of realistic scenarios of the
future abundances of anthropogenic and biogenic trace gases in the stratosphere and troposphere
is required, particularly with respect to a changing climate. Simulations from the 2010 Scientific
Assessment of Ozone Depletion indicate future increases of UV levels in the tropics, but
decreases at mid- and high latitudes due to ozone changes. The 2010 report of the Environmental
Effects Assessment Panel (EEAP) concluded that research on the impacts of increases in UV
radiation resulting from stratospheric ozone depletion has substantially advanced the
understanding of the processes by which changes in UV radiation affect a range of organisms and
processes. For humans, this poses the risk of more skin cancer in the tropics, but also slightly
increases the risk of UV doses that are too low for the production of sufficient Vitamin D at midhigh latitudes. Recent research has highlighted the interactions between the diverse effects of
changing UV radiation due to ozone depletion and the effects of climate change. These
interactions may lead to feedbacks into climate change (e.g., modification of carbon cycling in
terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems), but this remains poorly defined.
A number of general issues are emerging. Coupled chemistry-climate models (CCMs) are
more mature, but it is clear that more effort must be devoted to model improvement and validation.
Earth System Models that include crude stratospheric ozone parameterizations are being
developed, and these models should begin to incorporate improved CCM treatments of the solar
forcing, dynamics, radiation, and photochemistry of ozone. In addition, long-term measurements
represent an extremely important resource, and the continued and increased exploitation of these
data for scientific process studies is strongly recommended. The dramatic contrast between the
unusually large 2010 Northern Hemisphere ozone columns and the extreme 2011 Arctic ozone
depletion has highlighted the close connection between ozone, meteorology, and climate. Finally,
there is still a need for fundamental laboratory studies to estimate photochemical reaction rates,
and to refine and update older measurements. In particular, photochemical parameters to improve
our understanding of long-lived species and new industrial compounds in the atmosphere are very
important.
Chemistry Climate
•

Provide support for studies that quantify the chemical, radiative, and dynamical factors
contributing to ozone-layer evolution in a changing atmosphere (i.e., ozone recovery from
the effects of ODSs and ozone response to climate change), including studies of the
unintended consequences of climate-change mitigation and adaptation strategies. There
have been important advances since the 7th ORM in recognizing the close two-way
coupling between ozone and climate (see WMO Synthesis and Assessment Report No.
52), but an evolving research effort in specific attribution studies is required. For example,
while we are able to diagnose the large Arctic ozone loss of 2011, precise attribution is
more controversial. Because of what we have learned to date, particular studies to
advance our understanding would include:
 Continued studies to improve our evolving understanding of the effects of climate
change on ozone production, loss, transport, and distribution, as well as possible
feedbacks.
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Continued studies to improve our evolving understanding of the coupling and exchange
between the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, particularly as it applies to
water vapour (including its long-term changes), short-lived halogen species, and ozone,
and leading to an improved understanding of stratospheric temperatures, the
stratospheric overturning circulation, and their connection to climate change.



Studies of aerosol and polar stratospheric cloud microphysics, and of cirrus in the
tropical transition layer.

•

Support studies to investigate the role and impact of changes in stratospheric ozone and
ODSs on surface climate. Also, support studies of the influence of these stratospheric
changes on tropospheric processes that are influenced by stratosphere-troposphere
exchange and UV penetration.

•

Support studies to improve our understanding of changes in aerosols relative to changes in
volcanic activity, air pollution sources (sulphates), and proposed geoengineering
approaches.

•

Support studies of the effects of solar-cycle influence on climate, with special focus on the
importance of middle-atmosphere chemical and dynamical processes, and their coupling to
the Earth's surface using both observations and models.

Ozone-Depleting Substances
•

The 2011 ozone assessment highlights some remaining uncertainty in ODS budgets (e.g.,
the inconsistency of CCl4 emission estimates). Support studies aimed at understanding the
emissions (both natural and anthropogenic), banks, and the tropospheric and stratospheric
evolution of ozone-depleting substances, their substitutes, and other climate-related trace
gases. This includes studies of the effects of climate change on the sources, sinks, and
lifetimes of these gases, and the study of very short-lived species, especially in the tropics,
where these species could potentially reach the stratosphere. Here, changes in terrestrial
and marine biophysical processes could change the concentrations of many of these
important species.

Underpinnings for Observations and Models
•

Provide continued support for laboratory, photochemical, kinetic, and spectroscopic studies
that relate to ozone evolution and its monitoring.
These studies provide critical
improvements to models (for example, they provide key inputs to determining lifetimes of
ODSs), as well as retrievals of atmospheric parameters from satellites and ground-based
instruments.

•

All observational operations that rely on the optical properties of the atmospheric
constituents are only as good as the spectroscopic parameters obtained by laboratory
spectroscopic studies. Thus, there is a need for continued studies to improve the
standardization and consistency of cross sections for ozone and related species in different
wavelength regions (e.g., UV, IR, microwave). The ACSO effort on ozone absorption cross
sections is progressing in the right direction, but has been limited so far to UV cross
sections. Extension to visible and infrared parts of the spectrum is recommended, as well
as similar studies for other species like NO2 and HNO3, where uncertainties on
spectroscopic parameters remain a limiting factor.

•

Support investigations to resolve the differences between tropical total-ozone column trend
estimates, and those trends computed from satellite profiles.

Ultraviolet and Environmental Effects
•

Support studies that allow quantitative disaggregation of the factors affecting UV radiation
at the surface, so that the influence of factors other than ozone (e.g., cloud cover, aerosol
abundance, albedo, and temperature) can be better assessed.
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•

Support studies on the effects of stratospheric ozone change, and the resulting changes in
UV radiation and on human health, ecosystems, and materials. These studies should
include quantitative analyses that will allow the assessment of the magnitude of specific
impacts in relation to UV radiation changes. Research also should take account
interactions between the effects of changes in UV radiation and those of climate change,
particularly effects that may lead to feedbacks to climate change, for example, through
altered carbon cycling or tropospheric chemistry.

•

Support studies that look at the environmental effects of ODS substitutes, and their
degradation products on other factors that affects human health and the environment.

Systematic Observations
Data Networks
Systematic observations are critical to understanding and monitoring long-term changes in
atmospheric composition and the associated response in ground-level UV radiation. The ability to
predict expected ozone recovery in a changing atmosphere and to understand the interactions with
a changing climate requires observations of key trace gases and parameters highlighting the role
of chemical and dynamical processes. Vertically resolved measurements, especially in the upper
troposphere/lower stratosphere (UTLS) region and in the upper stratosphere, are of prime
importance. Global data networks thus provide the backbone of our understanding of ozone,
ozone- and climate-related trace gases, and UV, and involve many nations around the world.
Their operations also provide training for atmospheric scientists in both developed and developing
countries. The demands on these networks are high, in that they provide the basis for all research
activities and decision-making. These networks fall into two categories, ground-based and spacebased.
Ground-Based Networks
These networks cover a broad range of observations using a variety of in situ techniques
(balloonborne sondes and ground-level concentration sensors), and remote-sensing techniques
such UV instruments (e.g., Brewer, Dobson, M124), DOAS UV/visible and FTIR spectrometers,
lidars, microwave radiometers, and spectral-UV-monitoring instruments. The two key issues
involve the maintenance of existing facilities and expansion as required by scientific needs. These
networks must be maintained above a critical level of data quality and geographical coverage.
Current challenges to understanding atmospheric responses require network growth in various
regions of the globe to better elucidate trace-gas sources and sinks, atmospheric transport, and
the various processes affecting atmospheric composition. Geographical areas having less than
critical measurement coverage include developing countries, particularly in the tropics, central
Asia, and the mid-latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere. Maintenance of the high-latitude
networks also is critical, as they provide direct observations of polar ozone processes. Newly
developed low-cost instruments for column ozone and other chemical species could play an
important role in the expansion and improvement of ground-based networks. Recommendations
related to the maintenance and growth of these networks are numerous.
•

The recommendation from the 7th ORM regarding the redistribution of instruments from
instrument-rich sites to those areas that are poorly populated with instruments has begun
with a few redistributions to Asian and African countries where significant data gaps were
noted.
Continued implementation of this recommendation is needed along with
infrastructure support, as appropriate.

•

Following the 7th ORM, several stations within the former USSR network of M124 filter
radiometers were phased out. However, the recommendation to operate the M124 in
parallel with collocated Brewer and/or relocated Dobson instruments has been followed at
only a few stations, and the geographical coverage of ozone measurements has been
reduced considerably over Central Asia, with no suitable replacement. There is a need to
restore minimal monitoring activities in the parts of the world where M124 instruments had
previously operated.
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•

Brewers are the preferred instruments for all expansion efforts around the globe wherever a
new ozone- and UV-monitoring programme is to be established. Unused Dobson
instruments are a more economical way to expand these networks, and to introduce
observations at new sites. Earlier recommendations in this area have been successfully
followed in several cases, and it is recommended to further continue such efforts. The
collocation of column- and profile-measuring instruments is especially important for crossvalidation, and for separation of tropospheric and stratospheric signals.

•

There is a need to continue and further expand Umkehr ozone-profile capabilities, thereby
maintaining that time series in the upper stratosphere. This is the primary ground
technique for observing the upper stratosphere, since sondes cannot reach these altitudes.

•

After careful reevaluation of microwave ozone data to insure adequate quality in the upper
stratosphere, new stations should be added, particularly in Polar Regions where Umkehr
data are not available. In the upper stratosphere, there may be significant local time
variation in ozone during daytime that needs to be accounted for in the data analysis.

•

Balloonsonde networks provide critical high-resolution vertical profiles of ozone, water
vapour, and temperature, and need to be maintained and expanded, since such data are
critical to understanding the interactions between atmospheric composition and a changing
climate. The recent decrease in ozonesonde stations reporting data to central data
archives, especially over Asia, the Arctic, and North America, is a matter of significant
concern.

•

Specific suggestions for sondes include:


Technical solutions should be implemented to allow ozonesondes to reach 30 km in
order to cover the important UTLS region.



Archived data reports of ozonesondes should include simultaneously obtained watervapour profiles.



Water-vapour profiles measured by meteorological radiosondes should be more openly
available for ozone research and monitoring.

•

Key networks that obtain altitude profile information of ozone and ozone-related species
are obtained from instruments like DOAS UV-visible and FTIR spectrometers, lidars, and
microwave radiometers. These networks should be maintained, as they form the primary
non-space-based observations for many of these key species. In addition, these
established high-quality observation networks should increase their collaboration to ensure
economy of scales, share facilities, increased coverage, etc. Examples of such networks
and coordinating bodies include GAW, NDACC, IGACO, GCOS, CEOS, AGAGE, NOAA
ESRL, etc.

•

With the phasing out of CFCs and other alternate substances, there is a need to expand
monitoring capabilities to include newly emerging chemicals. Specific attention should be
given to the following classes of compounds:

•



Long-lived HFCs, as these are strong greenhouse gases, are current substitutes for
CFCs and HCFCs, and are under consideration for phasedown under the Montreal
Protocol.



Short-lived anthropogenic halocarbons (e.g., unsaturated HFCs, known as HFOs or
hydrofluorolefines) and their degradation products (e.g. trifluoroacetic acid), which
already are used or have a potential to be used as substitutes for long-lived HFCs. The
degradation products of such chemicals might impact, for example, the chemical
composition of surface water through precipitation and deposition.



Short-lived natural halocarbons such as the brominated chemicals CH2Br2 and CHBr3,
as their emissions are potentially sensitive to future climate change and mitigation
strategies.

Since the 7th ORM, efforts have been made to increase the use of more sophisticated
instrumentation (e.g., UV-visible, FTIR, microwave, Raman lidars, airborne, and
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balloonborne), and they should continue. New techniques for water-vapour measurements
are an example. Specifically:

•



Balloon-based measurements of ozone-depleting substances should be maintained in
order to check the behaviour of these substances in relation to climate change.



Measurements of SF6 and CO2 are needed in support of age-of-air studies to assess
changes in global atmospheric circulation.



Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) need to be established and implemented, and
metadata guidelines also should be available for all operational instruments.

There are multiple calibration sites around the world within the Global UV Monitoring
System that are not tied together sufficiently.
Hence, an international calibration
infrastructure should be created. It should promote a quality-assured protocol such as that
used by the NDACC network. These observation data sets should not be restricted, and
should be widely deposited into WOUDC. These activities should be coordinated and
supported by the Scientific Advisory Group for UV monitoring. In addition, plans for a future
World Calibration Centre for UV should be implemented, together with the further
implementation of public information services.

Satellite Networks
These critical networks are associated with the satellite programmes of a number of
nations. They include the critical solar backscatter UV observations that have established the
trends in midlatitude and polar total ozone since the 1970s. These observations must be
continued via the current polar-orbiting systems MetOp, NPP, and FY-3 to ensure continuity until
2018. Further continuation beyond 2018 (e.g., post–EPS) must be planned now. The other critical
satellite network is that of limb-sounding observations (including occultation, emission, and
scattering) that provide high-vertical-resolution data of ozone and key ozone related parameters
that are critical for understanding the science behind changes in ozone in the context of changing
climate. In particular, these limb observations enable the characterization of ozone changes in the
critical altitude regions of the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere, as well as the upper
stratosphere. Based on current space agency plans, and despite obvious efforts to take into
account the 7th ORM recommendations and implement gap-filler missions, there will be a serious
gap in these types of satellite measurements. Many of these satellite observations also provide
key meteorological data that are needed to understand fully stratospheric transport, which controls
the distribution of ozone and the evolution of the ozone hole. Specific recommendations for
satellite networks include:
•

The continuation of the solar backscatter UV observations must be insured, as they
constitute a key baseline set of measurements. All of the currently planned missions with
solar backscatter instruments are needed to maintain this continuity of observations and
maintain the measurement overlaps required for accurate trends determinations.
Improvements of retrieval algorithms also are needed to expand capabilities at high
altitudes and high solar-zenith angles.

•

Satellite observations of high-vertical-resolution profiles using limb viewing for ozone and
key molecules such as HCl, CFCs, ozone-relevant radicals and reservoirs, tracers of
atmospheric motion, and water vapour are required in order to understand more accurately
the changes in ozone as CFCs decline and climate change occurs.

•

Special attention should be given to N2O, as this gas is becoming one of the most
important substances that can lead to ozone destruction. Likewise, attention should be
paid to systematic water-vapour-profile measurements, as it is a strong driver for decadal
climate variability.

•

Availability of high-quality temperature-profile data remains an issue for satellite data
retrievals and data comparisons.

•

Gap-filling missions providing high vertical resolution of ozone and ozone-related
parameters using techniques such as solar occultation FTS and limb-emission instruments
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should be considered as a low-cost gap filler between the current limb satellite
observations and the missions currently planned by the various space agencies. A few
such missions have been proposed, and further development of these projects is
encouraged.
•

Measurements of stratospheric aerosols should be continued.

•

Satellite data records have improved significantly in recent years, but problems persist in
the UTLS region, particularly at high and low latitudes. Further improvements of calibration
and of retrieval algorithms are needed to reach adequate data quality. Hence, it is
recommended that an assessment of current temperature-profile data records and
measurement capabilities be organized, and, where appropriate, recommendations for new
temperature measurements systems be given.

•

Satellite measurements of solar irradiance outside of the atmosphere and associated
indexes (e.g., the Mg-II index) are needed to understand processes that control ozone
photochemistry and the dynamics.

Consistency and Complementary of Data Sets and Re-Evaluation of Data Records
Needs common to both ground-based and satellite networks include insuring the
consistency and complementarities of data sets, and the re-evaluation of data records. For
example, there needs to be a systematic understanding of the differences and synergies between
different data-observation techniques so that the data can be combined in an appropriate way.
Intercomparison campaigns are desired, because they assist in defining and reducing the
systematic differences in both identical and different measurement techniques. Examples include
the SAUNA campaigns in 2006/2007 that were designed to understand calibration and stray-light
issues in ground-based measurements, and to improve techniques for the comparison of remotely
sensed data. Specific recommendations include:
•

The need for better integration of ground-level, ground-based remote sensing, and satellite
data. There are calibration/scale/storage issues between campaigns and continuous
networks (e.g., for short-lived natural halocarbons) that would benefit from additional
harmonization efforts. Efforts are thus recommended to strengthen the consistency
(calibration and data quality) between short-term campaigns and long-term monitoring, e.g.,
via common transfer standards.

•

The further development of methods and tools for a better-integrated use of complementary
data with different scale, resolution etc. An example of this is the GEOMON project, in
which data-merging techniques are being used to combine data records from different
measurement systems, and multi-dimensional observation operators are being developed
to better interpret remotely sensed data.

Data Archiving
Achievements in response to the recommendations made by the 7th ORM include:
•

A Dobson Data Quality Workshop was held in Hradec Králové, Czech Republic, 14-18
February 2011.

•

The NDACC has adopted the Heirarchical Data Format (HDF) as the standard for data
archiving.

•

A template for the submission of level-0 Dobson data and metadata has been drafted, and
is to be approved by SAG-Ozone at the forthcoming meeting in October 2011.

Many of the recommendations made by the 7th ORM remain relevant, and are repeated
and expanded on as necessary below.
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Continuing Recommendations
Near-Real-Time and Historical Data
•

Different uses of ozone and UV measurements need to be recognized. These uses impose
different requirements on the data and on its archiving. For example, the use of ozone
measurements in real-time or near-real-time data assimilation requires quick data
submission (e.g., onto the GTS), whereas the use of ozone measurements for long-term
trend detection requires very precise measurements, maintenance of the homogeneity of
the time series, careful management of instrument changes, care in calibration, and
derivation of uncertainties on the measurements before they are submitted to international
archives (e.g., the World Ozone and Ultraviolet Data Centre, WOUDC). These very
different timescales for data submission (i.e., hours vs. months) are not mutually exclusive,
and must be recognized. Preliminary data and final archived data are likely to differ.

Archiving Support
•

The archiving of raw data and metadata is a resource-intensive activity, and it is essential
that funding agencies not only recognize the need for support for raw data and metadata
archiving, but also make it clear that archiving of these ancillary data is expected as an
important part of the measurement programme. Personnel tasked with making the
measurements must be given the support for archiving raw data and metadata, both in
national and international databases. However, such archiving of raw data in no way
replaces the need for archiving the final data products.

Archiving Management
•

Agencies funding measurement programmes are recommended to require that the
measurements will be submitted to easily accessible archives in a timely manner.
Proprietary data formats should be avoided for data archiving.
Where possible,
internationally accepted formats that can accommodate a wide range of data types, and
that easily facilitate the bundling of raw data and metadata, should be used (e.g., HDF or
NetCDF)

Databases
•

The number of individual databases through which measurements may be obtained
continues to proliferate. Efforts by international organizations to link various data centres
(e.g., ozone, UV-radiation, GHG, meteorological) as a means of ensuring access to all
available data should be encouraged (e.g., the WMO GAW Station Information System,
GAWSIS). Measurements made during field campaigns or through regional process
studies also should be archived to allow free access by researchers.

Level-1 Data Management
•

Changes in instruments, observers, retrieval algorithms, calibration protocols, ozoneabsorption cross sections, and operating procedures cannot be avoided. Without such
changes, improvements never would be possible. Therefore, such changes need to be
managed. This includes the recognition that periodic reprocessing of historical raw data
will be required to produce new improved versions of long-term homogeneous
measurement time series.
Archiving of final data products therefore needs to
accommodate different versions of measurement records, as well as the ability to inform
users of the archived data about the availability of new versions of the data.

New Recommendations
Level-0 and Metadata Archiving (High Priority)
•

The extent to which any reprocessing can be achieved will depend on the archiving of the
‘rawest’ form of original data, as well as the archiving of a rich set of metadata describing
all facets of the data processing. For example, the primary recommendation is for all
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Dobson stations to submit level-0 observations and calibration data to the WOUDC, in
addition to the level-1 analysis.
•

The Brewer network already is submitting level-0 data to the WOUDC. To expand the
current submission of the Brewer primary data and calibration metadata from the stations,
the existing Brewer Data Management System (BDMS) implemented by Environment
Canada is recommended for general use.

Availability of Historical Data
•

Understanding the potential role of historical (i.e., pre-1980) ozone changes in forcing
changes in surface UV radiation and climate is now acknowledged. Therefore, it is
recommended that efforts to identify and recover these records be increased. Specific
sites that are known to have historically available data that have not yet been submitted to
international databases are documented in the Proceedings of the Symposium for the 20th
Anniversary of the Montreal Protocol. Governments and agencies are encouraged to
provide resources to undertake data salvage as a priority activity.

Emission Inventories and Reporting
•

Comprehensive reporting of national ODS production and consumption will improve
emissions inventories. Care should be taken when considering practical applications for
inventories due to the high current levels of uncertainty.

Education and Training
•

Holding workshops that provide training on metadata collection and processes for archiving
data may support the effort to improve these activities within the ozone and research
community. It is recommended that scheduling be encouraged at times when such
workshops can be held easily (e.g., before or following meetings such as the Quadrennial
Ozone Symposium, or in conjunction with instrument intercomparisons).

•

Some countries not participating in the Dobson Data Quality Workshop mentioned above
should be encouraged to do so (see workshop report). It is recommended that a letter be
sent from WMO to the WMO Permanent Representatives/Ozone Research Managers of
those countries that were, for various reasons, previously unable to participate in these
activities.

Capacity Building
While there has been progress in capacity building since the 7th ORM, much remains to be
accomplished. A number of key activities have been undertaken over the last three years that
have had significant impact. In particular:
•

The 2010 relocation of the unused Dobson instrument from Oslo, Norway to Kampala,
Uganda, and the unused Dobson instrument from Uccle, Belgium to Kyev, Ukraine through
the umbrella effort of the Regional Dobson Calibration Centre (RDCC)-Europe, including
the support of Belgium, Norway, Czech Republic, Germany, USA, and WMO. These
relocation efforts required the refurbishment and calibration of the unused instruments, and
the training of observers.

•

The transfer of knowledge and technology from the World Dobson Calibration Centre
(WDCC), Boulder, USA to the Africa and South America RDCCs in 2009 and 2010.

•

Brewer calibrations supported by the WMO Brewer Trust Fund (supported by Canada)
 Calibration and maintenance of Brewer #160, Isfahan, Iran, October 2008
 Calibration and maintenance of Brewer #051, Casablanca, Morocco, September
2009
 Calibration and maintenance of Brewer #165, Casablance, Morocco, Sepetember
2009
 Calibration and maintenance of Brewer #180, Punta Arenas, Chile, November 2009
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 Calibration and maintenance of Brewer #056, La Paz, Bolivia, November 2009
 Calibration and maintenance of Brewer #110, Cachoeira Paulista, Brazil, November
2009
 Calibration and maintenance of Brewer #167, Santa Maria, Brazil, November 2009
 Calibration and maintenance of Brewer #081, Cuiaba, Brazil, November 2009
 Calibration and maintenance of Brewer #073, Natal, Brazil, November/December
2009
 Calibration and maintenance of Brewer #116, Bandung, Indonesia, November 2010
 Calibration and maintenance of Brewer #092, Watukosek, Indonesia, November
2010
•

Educational workshops such as:
 The 2011 UNEP / WMO-GAW Dobson Data Quality Workshop held in Hradec
Králové, Czech Republic
 The WMO-GAW Biennial Brewer Users Workshops led by Canada in Northwich, UK
(June 2007); Seoul, South Korea (October/November 2007); the half-day workshop
in Tromsø, Norway (2008); and the Biennial Brewer Users Workshop held in Aosta,
Italy (2009). The 13th Biennial Brewer Users Group Meeting, is tentatively
scheduled for 12-16 September 2011 in Beijing, China.

Recognizing the success of these various workshops, it is recommended that their
frequency be increased.
There have also been a number of countries that have contributed either directly or in-kind
to the Vienna Convention Trust Fund (VCTF). Those countries include: Czech Republic, Estonia,
Estonia, Finland, France, Kazakhstan, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom.
In addition, a number of countries have developed twinning relationships that have built both
capacity and scientific relationships over this time period. The following are key examples of
quality twinning relationships that can be used as models for further endeavours of this kind:
•

Finland – Argentina

•

Spain – Algeria

•

Spain – Argentina

•

Switzerland – Kenya

•

UK – South Africa

•

USA – SHADOZ network

The 8th ORM also recognizes that a number of other organizations (e.g., WMO GAW)
support capacity-building activities such as the German GAWTEC (GAW Training and Education
Centre). Nevertheless, capacity building is a long-term activity, and many of the recommendations
of the 7th ORM are as fully applicable today as they were when first proposed (see section on
Capacity Building (pages 32 and 33) under Recommendations, Report of the Seventh Meeting of
the
Ozone
Research
Managers,
<http://ozone.unep.org/Meeting_Documents/research-mgrs/7orm/7orm-report.pdf>). The 8th ORM,
under the guidance of the Bureau of the Vienna Convention, believes a small number of specific,
actionable activities be undertaken before the 9th ORM. The following specific recommendations
are in-line with the more general 7th ORM recommendations, and provide concrete means of
increasing capacity in developing countries over the next three years.
•

Recognizing that surplus equipment exists in many developed countries and could be
made available for redeployment:
 A mechanism be developed under the WMO GAW umbrella so that countries would
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be able to donate good quality, operational equipment to the WMO for deployment
to developing countries as a means to enhance the global operational network of
ozone- and UV-observing stations.
 That GAW SAG-Ozone and SAG-UV be tasked with the responsibility of assessing
the overall global needs for the distribution of this equipment.
 That the VCTF, if able, pay for training and aid in the establishment of these
stations. It is recognized that agency collaborations (twinning) is preferable, but
cannot always be established.
•

That capacity building continue through workshop attendance by the professional and
technical staff of developing countries. Specifically, the ORM recommends supporting
attendance at:
 The WMO-GAW Biennial Brewer Users Workshop, Beijing, September 2011
 A second Dobson Workshop, following the success of the 2011 Czech workshop, to
be held in 2013
 That an ozone- and UV-observing workshop be held in association with the 2012
Quadrennial Ozone Symposium (QOS) in Toronto, Canada. This workshop would
be developed specifically for scientists from developing countries, and would be
held immediately preceding the QOS in order that the meeting could be attended as
part of this capacity-building activity. In addition to serving as an educational forum
on the various symposium topics, the workshop could help identify scientists who
are capable of contributing to forthcoming scientific assessments. The International
Ozone Commission should be invited to aid in the development of this workshop,
and to waive registration fees for the workshop attendees. It is suggested that this
course follow the symposium session topics, and that Session Chairs be
encouraged to present two-to-three-hour courses and question-and-answer
sessions within the workshop.
 NASA has developed a specialized education programme to encourage the use of
NASA Earth-observation data (GLOBE, <http://globe.gov/events/nasa-s-earthclimate-course-event>) within the NASA Explorer Schools project). The major
space agencies are encouraged to develop courses of this type to be specifically
directed towards scientists from developing countries. It is strongly recommended
that at least two such courses be held before the 9th ORM, one by NASA for Region
III, and one by ESA for Region I.

•

In order to assess the effectiveness of these and future planned capacity-building activities,
a set of metrics be developed by the SAP over the next 12 months. For example, these
metrics could consist of one or more of the following:
 The number of refereed publications in peer-reviewed journal from scientists in
developing economies
 The quantity and quality of data submitted to the WOUDC or other appropriate
archives
 Increased involvement in the Ozone Assessment through publications used,
authors, reviewers, etc.

•

That, where possible and appropriate, National Ozone Unit Officers in developing
countries, being successful in the tasks of phasing out of ODSs in their countries:
 Be given the responsibility of being the focal point for the distribution of information
on, and the coordination of, monitoring and scientific activities, particularly in the
area of capacity building.
 Are the recipients of all information associated with upcoming capacity-building
events for its redistribution to the country’s monitoring and scientific communities.
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•

That with the increasing access of high-speed Internet access, web-based training courses
should be developed. These new courses could cover the various topics as reported on in
the Scientific Ozone Assessment. It is recommended that the OzonAction Programme of
the UNEP Paris Office coordinate the establishment and organization of such courses, and
that the SAP encourage coordinating lead authors to develop and give such web-based
courses over the next three years.

Closure of the Meeting
Statements of appreciation were made by Mr Geir Braathen on behalf of WMO, Mr Marco
Gonzalez on behalf of UNEP and the Ozone Secretariat as well as the Parties to the Vienna
Convention, and Mr Michael Kurylo, the Chair of the 8th ORM.
_______
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ANNEX B

WMO/UNEP EIGHTH MEETING OF THE OZONE RESEARCH MANAGERS
OF THE PARTIES TO THE VIENNA CONVENTION FOR THE
PROTECTION OF THE OZONE LAYER
(Geneva, 2-4 May 2011)
AGENDA
2 May (Monday)
08:00 onwards

Registration

09:00 – 09:50 hrs

Opening of the Meeting
o
o
o
o

Opening Statement (Marco González, Executive Secretary, Ozone Secretariat)
{10 min.}
Welcome Statement (Tetsuo Nakazawa, WMO) {10 min.}
The 2010 Ozone Assessment: Addressing the Needs of the Parties
(Paul Newman, 2010 Scientific Assessment Panel Co-Chair) {15 min}
The Interface between the ORMs and the Scientific Ozone Assessments
th
(Michael Kurylo, 7 ORM Chair) {15 min.}
th

09:50 – 10:00 hrs

Election of the 8 ORM Chair (Marco González, Executive Secretary, Ozone
Secretariat)

10:00 – 10:10 hrs

Adoption of the 8 ORM Agenda (8 ORM Chair)

th

th

SESSION 1: INTRODUCTORY SESSION: THE VIENNA CONVENTION
10:10 – 10:30 hrs

Review of the Recommendations of the Seventh Meeting of the Ozone Research
Managers, Geneva, May 2008 (WMO Global Ozone Report No. 51) and the Resultant
Decisions of the Eighth Conference of the Parties to the Vienna Convention, Doha,
th
November 2008 (Michael Kurylo, 7 ORM Chair)

10:30 – 11:05 hrs

Activities under the Vienna Convention Trust Fund for Research and Systematic
Observation Relevant to the Vienna Convention
o
o
o

History and Financial Status of the Trust Fund, MOU between the Ozone
Secretariat and WMO, etc. (Meg Seki, Ozone Secretariat) {10 min.}
Report on the Dobson Data Quality Workshop – Funded by the Trust Fund
(Karel Vanicek, CHMI) {15 min.}
Other Activities (Geir Braathen, WMO) {10 min.}

11:05 – 11:20

Appointment of Discussion Leaders and Rapporteurs for the Various
Recommendation Areas – Research Needs, Systematic Observations, Data Archiving,
th
Capacity Building (8 ORM Chair)

11:20 – 11:35 hrs

Q&A / Discussion
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SESSION 2: THE STATE OF THE OZONE LAYER AND INTERACTIONS BETWEEN OZONE LAYER
DEPLETION AND CLIMATE CHANGE
11:35 – 12:00 hrs

The Current and Future States of the Ozone Layer (Greg Bodeker, Bodeker Scientific)

12:00 – 13:00 hrs

LUNCH

13:00 – 13:20 hrs

Links between Ozone and Climate (Paul Newman, 2010 SAP Co-Chair)

13:20 – 13:40 hrs

Influences of Ozone Layer Depletion and Climate Change on UV Radiation: Impacts
on Human Health and the Environment (Janet Bornman and Nigel Paul,
Environmental Effects Assessment Panel Co-Chairs)

13:40 – 14:00 hrs

Q&A / Discussion
SESSION 3: INTERNATIONAL MONITORING PROGRAMMES

14:00 – 14:20 hrs

The WMO Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) Programme (Liisa Jalkanen, WMO)

14:20 – 14:40 hrs

The Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC)
(I. Stuart McDermid, NASA/JPL)

14:40 – 15:00 hrs

International Ozonesonde Activities (e.g., NOAA South Pole Programme, The
Southern Hemisphere Additional Ozonesondes Network (SHADOZ)) (Russ Schnell,
NOAA)

15:00 – 15:30

COFFEE/TEA

15:30 – 15:50 hrs

Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) Including GRUAN (Greg Bodeker, Bodeker
Scientific)

15:50 – 16:10 hrs

Integrated Global Atmospheric Chemistry Observations for Ozone and UV (IGACOOzone/UV) (Geir Braathen, WMO)

16:10 – 16:25 hrs

The New SPARC ODS Lifetime Assessment (Stefan Reimann, Empa)

16:25 – 16:45 hrs

Ground-Based Networks for Measuring Ozone- and Climate-Related Trace Gases
(Stefan Reimann, Empa)

16:45 - 17:05 hrs

Atmospheric Concentrations of ODSs and ODS Substitutes: Scenarios and Trends
(Guus Velders, National Institute of Public Health and the Environment, RIVM)

17:05 – 17:30 hrs

Q&A / Discussion: Initial Framing of Recommendations

19:00 – 22:30 hrs

Reception and Dinner

3 May (Tuesday)
SESSION 4: SATELLITE RESEARCH AND MONITORING
09:00 – 09:20 hrs

The Stratospheric Processes and their Role in Climate Project of WCRP: The Joint
SPARC/IO3C/WMO/NDACC Initiative on Past Trends in the Vertical Distribution of
Ozone (Johannes Stähelin, ETH Zürich)

09:20 – 09:50 hrs

Lessons Learned in Creating Long-Term Ozone Datasets: Recommendations for the
Future (P. K. Bhartia, NASA)
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09:50 – 11:00 hrs

Current and Planned Ozone and Climate Observations from Space
o U.S. Satellite Programmes: NASA, NOAA, and Other Agencies (Ken Jucks,
NASA) {30 min.}
o European Space Agency Activities (Jean-Christopher Lambert, IASB-BIRA) {25
min.}
o KNMI Space-Based Measurement Activities (Peter van Velthoven) {15 min.}

11:00 – 11:20 hrs

COFFEE/TEA

11:20 – 11:45 hrs

Current and Planned Ozone and Climate Observations from Space (continued)
o EUMETSAT and O3SAF (Geir Braathen for Lars Prahm, EUMETSAT) {10 min.}
o Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency / SMILES (Hideaki Nakane, NIES)
{15 min.}

11:45 – 12:15 hrs

Summary of the Key Issues in Space-Based Measurements: Identification of Future
Needs and Opportunities (Jean-Christopher Lambert, IASB-BIRA)

12:15 – 13:20 hrs

LUNCH

13:20 – 13:50 hrs

Keynote Address: Science Highlights from the 2010 Ozone Assessment
(A. R. Ravishankara, 2010 SAP Co-Chair)
SESSION 5: NATIONAL AND REGIONAL REPORTS ON
OZONE RESEARCH AND MONITORING

In this session, each representative of a region will present the regional and national situations with ozone
monitoring and research, focusing on the key issues raised by the countries in the region based on the
national reports submitted for this meeting. In particular, representatives are requested to highlight
th
activities associated with the 7 ORM recommendations.
13:50 – 14:05 hrs

Region 1: Africa (Gerrie Coetzee, South African Weather Service)

14:05 – 14:25 hrs

Region 2: Asia (Hideaki Nakane, NIES, and Tetsuro Uekubo, JMA)

14:25 – 14:40 hrs

Region 3: South America (Claudio Casiccia Salgado, Universidad de Magallanes)

14:40 – 15:35 hrs

Region 4: North America, Central America, and the Caribbean
o USA (Ken Jucks, NASA and Russ Schnell, NOAA) {20 min.}
o Canada (Bruce McArthur, Environment Canada) {20 min.}
o Central America, Mexico, and the Caribbean (Geir Braathen for Juan Carlos
Peláez Chávez, Instituto de Meteorología) {15 min.}

15:35 – 15:50

COFFEE/TEA

15:50 – 16:10 hrs

Region 5: South West Pacific (Janet Bornman, University of Waikato)

16:10 – 16:30 hrs

Antarctica
o Antarctica (Jonathan Shanklin, British Antarctic Survey)
o Czech Republic Activities in Antarctica (Michal Janouch, CHMI)

16:30 – 18:25 hrs

Region 6: Europe
o European Union (José Mingo Jimenez, European Union)
o Belgium (Jean-Christopher Lambert, IASB-BIRA)
o Czech Republic (Karel Vanicek, CHMI)
o Germany (Wolfgang Steinbrecht, Deutscher Wetterdienst)
o Nordic Countries (Niels Larsen, DMI)
o Poland (Bogumil Kois, IMWM)
o Switzerland (René Stübi, MeteoSwiss)
o Turkey (Yilmaz Acar, State Meteorological Service)
o UK (William Cook, Defra)

18:25 – 18:45 hrs

Discussion: Identification of Needs and Gaps
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4 May (Wednesday)
SESSION 6: DISCUSSION OF RECOMMENDATIONS
In this session, recommendations arising from the meeting will be discussed and agreed. Under each topic
of recommendations, a short introductory presentation (10-15 min.) will be made, followed by discussions on
the topic.
09:00 – 09:45 hrs

Research Needs: Introduction by Paul Newman and A. R. Ravishankara (Ken Jucks
and John Pyle, Rapporteurs)

09:45 – 10:30 hrs

Systematic Observations: Introduction by P. K. Bhartia and Stefan Reimann,
(Jean-Christopher Lambert and Niels Larsen, Rapporteurs)

10:30 – 11:15 hrs

Data Archiving: Introduction by Karel Vanicek (Johannes Stähelin and Greg Bodeker,
Rapporteurs)

11:15 – 11:45 hrs

COFFEE/TEA

11:45 – 12:30 hrs

Capacity Building: Introduction by Ayité-Lô Ajavon and Stuart McDermid
(Geir Braathen and Bruce McArthur, Rapporteurs)

12:30 – 13:00 hrs

Discussion of Draft Recommendations

13:00 – 14:30 hrs

LUNCH

14:30 – 16:30 hrs

Further Discussion and Adoption of Recommendations and Report

16:30 – 17:00 hrs

Other Matters

17:00

Closure of the Meeting

_______
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